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ADMITS IT IS

FEBRUARY

OKLAHOMA MINE HORROR.
.wester, Okla., Feb. 23. Reports
to the state mine inspector here say

SECRETARY KNOX
STARTS

ilED

FRIDAY,

23,

1912.

CITY EDITION.

t- -

cept a 10 miles radius or less, includ
ing the towns of Torreon, Gomez P
lacio and Lerdo.
Mapiml is In the
hands of bands who come and go at
ON
will in bunches of 50 and 100. Sun
day they made demand of the Penoles
Mining company for 2,000 pesos which
were paid by the smelter.
The peons of the city attempted to
SITUATION IN MEXICO
IS HOURLY loot the town but were
suppressed by HEAD OF STATE DEPARTMENT TO
BECOMING
MORE
Vasquisras and threatened with sumCRITICAL,
VISIT COUNTRIES IN SOUTH
IT 'S 8TATED
mary execution. The rebels are pre- AND CENTRAL AMERICA.
MtttQg perfect order. Dr. Luis
Italian consul at Gomez Pala- 0I0ZC0 BECOMES A TRAITOR cio, will
protest to his government HIS TRIP
s gainst an assault
ISJNMPORTANCE
upon him and six
other foreigners in the holding up of a
8 REPORTED TO BE AT HEAD
OF street
NATIONS
LOOKING
ear between here and Gomez EUROPEAN
REBEL ARMY ABOUT

HIS

JOURNEY

.m.

I

eight bodies had been taken from
mine No. 5 of the Western Coal and
Mining company, m which Are broke
out late yesterday. Fifteen or twenty
miners were imprisoned. It is believed
the eight known dead, and one man
unaccounted for, comprise all the casualties. The burning mine Is near Lehigh, Okla.

1

SNEED
Fort Worth,
Beal Sneed is
time of Christ

m

DID

HIS DUTY.
Teas, Feb. 23.
John
the first man since the
who baa done his full
duty toward his wife under all circumstances; the twoduet of Tva
chivalry and Texas Christianity. He
has violated no law."
''"his description was applied by At
torney Cone Johnson today when he
concluded his argument In the trial,
STATE CONVENTION DECIDES TO in which Sneed is accused of
having GERMAN REICHSTAG VOTES TO
killed Captain A. C. Boyce.
GIVE
WOODROW
WILSON
Boyc's
ENDORSE ACTION OF CONVEN.
son eloped with Snaed's wife. Women
HALF THE DELEGATION.
TION OF 1910
carrying small children crowded into
court to hear the arguments. It ap
AFTER AN ALL NIGHT BATTLE pears that the case
not be ready
S. DOES
(J.
NOT
ADHERE
for the jury until tomorrow.

CLARK

FAILS TO

NATIONS UNITE

GET OKLAHOMA

AGAINST WHITE

VOTE

SLAVERY

Seven Bodies Recovered.
23. Seven
Coalgate, Okie.,
corpses have been recovered from the
fire in the Lehigh mine. Two men
are missing. The government rescue
department sent men ano equipment
from McAIester to the mine.
The Are started in Mine No. 5 when SUPPORTERS OF SPEAKER DID
TO ATSPEED RECORD BROKEN
I aiacio.
BECAUSE OF ITS FORM OF GOVUPON IT WITH MORE THAN
Mexicans
were heating a pit car con
NOT GIVE IN UNTIL EARLY
TACK JUAREZ
Pau France, Feb. 23. Maurice Tab
"As soon as
ERNMENT
can get ino tele
ORDINARY INTEREST.
AMERICA
COULP
which
boiled over and
taining oil,
uteau, the French aviator, today broke
THIS MORNING.
graphic communication with the ItaNOT
SIGN
AGREEMENT
caught fire. It is believed the two
the world's aerodrome record for a
lian minister in Mexico, I shall enter
EVERY
missing negroes are still in the mine.
two hours' flight by covering 227 kiloMOVEJjjiG WATCHED an official protest against this act WILL BE GONE TWO MONTHS
HARMON IS KNOCKED OUT meters 454 meters (141 mllea, 640
with the further declaration that the
IT IS JOINING IN THE WORK
THE WATERLOO CUP
yards) at the flying ground here.
AUTHORITIES IN WASHINGTON government is not offering
London, Feb 23. The Waterloo
adequate RETURN VOYAGE NOT EXPECTED
Tabuteau already held the record for
ARE PREPARED; TO
protection to foreigners," he said.
Cup, known as the "Dogs Derby," was THE OHIO GOVERNOR WILL NOT
POLICE
TO BEGIN UNTIL SOME TIME
. .
a two hours flight which he estab VARIOUS STATES INDIVIDUALLY
T.I!
contested at Altcar, Lancashire today
Qisni vasquietas were killed by
RECEIVE ANY VOTES FROM
THE BORDER AT ONCE
lished on January 24 at Pau, when he
ARE URGED TO HANDLE THE
IN APRIL.
ana won by J. W. Fullerton's Tide
federals concealed In a box car on a
OWEN'S STATE.
flew 205 kilometers 287 meters (127
y
GREAT PROBLEM
train brought In last night from
Time, which defeated Adversary in
miles 5 furlongs) in that time.
Washington, Feb. 3. War depart
over the Coahulla and Pacific.
Key West, Fla., Feb. 23. Secretary the final. Both Tide Time and Adment officials were concerned
twianoma City, Okla., Feb. 23
today About 50 rebels were lined up near of State Philander C. Knox sailed versary are greyhound puppies. The
Berlin, Feb. 23. The reichstag to
Contest
for control of the Oklahoma
07 reports from Cornel Steever in the track and
from
Key; West today on board the Waterloo Cuy Is an annual coursing
e
flagged what they
NO
RETURN
day
passed the first reading of a law
MATCH
to
the
national convention
delegation
of the American forces patrol- - rxed was the construction it rain-lin- cruiser Washington, on a
political mis- contest In which 64 greyhounds partithe international
white
ratifying
waged between Champ Clark and
the Mexican border, confirming Telegraph poles at San
Pedro are said sion that will take him, according to cipate for a take of f 125 each to
convention
of
4, 1910,
1,711
May
slavery
Yvvvurvw
re
wiison campaigners
Press dispatches that large forces of to be strung with
fOR ARE ATTELL wiiivn uuutw me umug an exu BailVasquista bodies. present arrangements, to the capitals which the Earl of Safton, president of suited In a
at
IO moving on
compromise
of
agreement
the
:
mree
to
Central
British
Hundred
Vene
National
oppo-rebels
America,
Juarez,
hold Velardena.
Caracas,
able offense. Deputies deplored the
Coursing club,
ate El Paso, Texas. The advices The robber contingent that
i ociock mis morning whereby a
held up zuela, and possibly to Cartagena, Co- - adds a cup valued at $500.
of the United States to
CHAMPION
KILBANE
DECLARES
state that General Orozco was lead the International train at
split delegation will be sent to
lombla- - anl also to various
points in
the convention. A government reprePedricena,.'
HE
WILL
NOT
DETHE
FFQHT
The
convention
one
POLICE
ing
of these forces with i 4no placed the llv nt ih
the West Indies.
adopted the
CHIEF ARRESTED.
vuu
HW
sentative promised that Germany would
f.w
uicinjttll
POSED TITLE HOLDER.
oapmpa, uicia., Feb. 23. A clash report of the Wilson floor leader,
The Washington reached Key West
and Iengers in jeopardy when
make efforts to induce the United
ten
between
Wilson
for
and
delegates
police and state officers at pledging
uinciais of both the state and warj"heyi robbed them at the point Of DiS- - today and Mr. Knox ano his party arand other nations to adhere to
States
Los
Feb.
23.
ten for" Clark.
Angeles, Cal.,
Johnny
consider recent develop rois. conductor J. W. Ferris was shot rived from Palm Beacu by train. They tempting to make arrests for violathe
convention.
new
the
Kilbane,
chamAn
to
featherweight
amendment
the compromise
ments in northern Mexico as ominous at but missed. Two San Francisco were met at the railroad station by tion of the statewide prohibition statSLnA DM n.nfnl.1. . -- I
appeared today with his left
- .c navim,: uiuseiy, every move bridge workers gave ud xfwi in the executive officer of the Wasning-top- , utes resulted today in the arrest of resolution, providing Indorsement of pion,discolored
eye
from the effects of the
Clark
was
lost
Chief
a
314
vote
of
American has Arrangement
of
to
of the government and the rebel forc- American bills at the
Police
by
Wise.
The
Lieutenant
Commander Sticht,
charge 289.
point of pistols.
tactics"
of Abe Attell at Ver
"goat
es. Fram Casas Grande a rumor
him
Feb. 23. The United
is
Washington,
that
against
were
and
he
used
tactics
to
out
the
an
Wash
has
conveyed
advance by the rebels
Anticipating
non yesterday.
The cut, inflicted by States, because of its form of governThe
convention
took
a
to
recess
come of a serious state of affairs, wit h on Lerdo, five miles from
until
designed
a
roomprotect
in
the ship s launch.
Sapulpa
Torreon, the ington
Attell's head in the sixteenth round,
a large rebel force massing therement, was unable to sign the internaWhen the secretary was taken on ing house when state officers raided 10 o'clock. The compromise was waa
federals are erecting fortifications and
the only mark of the battle the tional white slave convention of 1910.
The rumored movements of General are cutting irrigation ditches
board he was given toe usual honor the place and searched for liquor. reached after a contest lasting practo flood
tically all night, state politics fre- Cleveland fighter showed.
The United States, however, is a parOrojipo are without confirmation but the country and hamper movements salute of 19 guns. This is significant Wise waB Indicted on representations
Attell says he wants another
to a demade
the
quently
obstructing
enforcement
way
of
by
officers.
ty to an "arrangement" which aims
the
ChihJanua continues a hotbed of re or rebel cavalry
to
Mr.
attached
importance
Railroad offlcinla
cision on the character of the Okla- chance; will you give it to him?" Kil to accomplish the same ends withs
mls6lon
volufion.
Knx
Parts of the republic are succeeded in sending a $300,000 train
by President Taft and
homa delegation. The turning point bane was asked.
out binding the federal government
. i
.
me state department. Ordinarily the
of' moihnnJIH.
.
nnif
m but AttlAra" nnnMntiA
uwimo, iu lumjsili
"I don't think he deserves It," the
vuttunjnt iiufu UfJHieZ t ali'l!1!
came
when the amendment carrying
The white slave traffic, according to
a bfsis for the deep concern felt t0 e north to re! eve Bermejillo Ma salute is given to cabinet officers only
endorsement of Speaker Clark wa3 de new champion answered, "after the the state department,
when they leave ship, but according
All itbe WQMflghdi children Plmi, Santa Rosal r. and other
necessarily
ther
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
feated. As the vote showed plainly foul way he fougtti yesterday. Be, must be handled
to special orders, it will be accoideU
Indiv
the
states
by
Appeals have ';ome froiii, the Gu
living: at 'STardfaBo Asarco. where
Mr'' Nif.reBt4 that notMn r$ sides the public knows rittell T'cnlcl iduaii'y in the
.jb.'tT
the ivmerican Snulting and Kenning geahelms In Asarco and Velardena for Mr. Knox whenever he embarks in a
iiai
absehce'any; any
mained but compromise, the Murray stand no chances with me and that police
organization.
cou.fiany is locate , are reported to forces, stating that 50 rebels were foreign port and aiso upon his de23.
would hurt the gate."
wasnington, Feb.
Senate; Not resolution was adopted.
have departed. Dsturbanocs re re- - In possession of the smelter and ad- - parture from the ship in American in session; meets Monday at 2 p. m.
Promoter Tom McCarey declared
It fs contended by uar.y leaders
Senator McCumber explained to the that the division of
that the situation was very crit ports.
ported in Orizaba tnd .Talapa and
was little likelihood of a return
here
the delegation pre
The secretary of state has no flag interstate commerce committee his
ledad in the state of Vera Cruz.
ical. The same night bridges were
match at Vernon. Kllhane has ac STANDARD OIL TRYING
eludes
Oklahoma
votes
any
cast
of his own, consequently the national
being
Official advices rom the Mr icau binned at Pedricena and the
proposed federal incorporating act as for Harmon. At the Baltimore
express
con cepted a theatrical engagement ana
was broken out at the fore a sort of constitution
ensign
border
Indicate
train
that
for
said today he would remain on the
General
,
today
assaulted, and the Mexican firecorpora- vention Oklahoma s entire
TO RESTRICT TliAliE
tttrtrgth
when ho came on board and tne salute tions.
Orozco will join the revolutionary man commaneded to take the
will be thrown either to Clark or Wil- Pacific coast for some time.
shoes off was lired. All
the officers of the
forces of General creronimo Trevino "that gringo" (Engineer Frank
Chain manufacturers
added their son as soon as on-- j of .hern snows a
Larc) cruiser, the entire marine attachment
in Chihuahua an. has accepted the which the fireman refused to do .
protest against the steel tariff re- decided lead.
WATERS-PIERCOIL
COMPANY
and the band were paraded In Mr. vision bill before finance
provisional presidency or Mexico.
committee.
INDICTED
MEN
Scott
ACCUSES
WILL
Congressman
CORPORATION
and
rerris
OF
Knox's
honor.
As
the
marines
preHouse: Met at noon. Resolution
To Punish Lieutenant.
Juarez Is Defenseless.
Judge It. L. Williams had the dele
CROOKED METHODS
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 23. The Mexi- sented arms, iour ruffles and four passed requiring the secretary of war
Disobedience of orders in crossing
gates at large who will vote for Clark.
the international line with men under can National passenger train which Icunshes were sounded.
to submit all papers in the case of The
convention adjourned finally at PLEAD ON MARCH 12
SL Louis, Feb. 23. The answer of
These ceremonies over, Mr. Knox's Major General Ainsworth.
arms will be the charge upon which' left here last night returned
2 o'clock.
Waters-Pierc-e
today, party was escorted below and
the
Oil company in the
the Private pension bills occupied most
Lieutenant Ben W. Fields, Eighteenth having encountered burned bridges
mandamus
of
suit
the Rockefeller-Standar- d
to
Port
was
Antonio
voyage
begun. of the day.
THIRTY-EIGHinfantry, is to be tried at San An- south of Juarez. There were several
MEMALLEGED
Wilson Addresses Students.
interests was filed today. It
tonio. The war department was at bands of rebels along the line, the The secretary will occupy the adBERS OF DYNAMITE CONSPIR
Lawrence, Kans., Feb. 23. It was as
charges that the Rockefeller fac.io.n
miral's quarters on board the Washfirst disposed to condone the offense, train crew reported.
ACY TO BE ARRAIGNED.
a
man
to
men
university
is trying to obtain control of the Wateruniversity
as it arose from a mistake, but it
The bridges were burned yesterday ington. Mr. Knox is making the trip MINE OWNERS ARE
that
Governor Woodrow Wilson ads-Pierce
at
the
company to perpetua:e the
direction
of
the president and
has been finally decided that for the after troop trains bearing the Juarez
dressed the students of the UniverIndianapolis, Ind Feo. 23 Arrange oil monoply ordered dissolved
look
on
with
by iha
European
it
diplomats
effect upon Mexico and as an indica- garrison had passed on their way to
of Kansas here today. He talked menus were completed oy the gov United States
court In the
EXPECTING STRIKE sity
supreme
tion of the United States' intention to Chihuahua, thus making it impossible more than passive interest The sec15 minutes.
All classes were dis- ernment today for the arraignment on case of the Standard Oil
company of
observe the neutrality laws, it wa3 for the troops to return to Juarez by retary is going to the Carribean sea
missed
his visit. The cost ot March 12 of the men indicted in the New Jersey.
during
for
the
of
purpose
diplomatic
solving
rail.
As
to
rebels hold two freight trains
make an example. The
necessary
dynamite conspiracy cases. District
living was his theme.
The fight for control at the annua
trial will be by local officers attached on the Mexico North Western road, problems and securing more accurate GENERAL PUBLIC IN ENGLAND,
Charles W. Miller announced stockholders'
Attorney
be
a
would
It
"to
he
fallacy,'
said,
HOWEVER, IS HOPING TROU
meeting began a week
to the headquarters ot the Department Juarez may be taken- by the insur information as to the conditions In
tell you students of economics that that 48 out of the 54 defendants would
Central and Northern South America.
ago when the Standard interests tried
BLE WILL BE AVERTED
rectos at their pleasure.
of Texas.
cost of production governs the cost ot go before Federal Judge A. B. An- to elect Robert W.
The Washington will go from here
Stewart, George
a commoffrty. The cost of production derson here and enter pleas in an- W.
Cto Port Antonio, Jamaica, and the
M. Adams to ihe
and
Mayer
Feb. 23. Mixed feelings
London,
is too uncertain. It varies in differ swer to the 32 indictments.
Torreon Is Isolated
directorate and to oust H. Clay Pierce
WOMAN ACCUSED OF present itinerary win keep Mr. Knox prevail today among those diresriy in ent
The McNamaras, Ortie tS. McMani-ga- l
factories. It varies In ono factory
Torreon, Mex., Feb. 20. (By Mail
as head of the company.
away until some time in April. Most terested in the coal trade dispute
and several other defendants probto El Paso). Torreon continues to
under different superintendents.''
of the time his official home will be While the great
When the Pierce tellers refused to
maiority of the gen
ably will not appear. John J. McRay,
Governor
be isolated both by rail and federal
Wilson
arrivea
here
from
record
jon board the Washington.
era: i.ublic finds It hard to bcllevc
the Standard votes the manPOISONING
BABIES
at 8:30 o'clocK. He was in- formerly of Wheeling, W. Va., has not damus suit was
wire communication from all the outfiled. The Pierce annat si.cli a calamity si? a na'icnal Topeka
been
arrested. Edward J Clark
troduced to the students by Governor yet
side world. Only one train has been
swer asserts that neither of the pro
TROOPS PREVENT TROUBLE.
strike of coal miners involving nearly w.
of
a
defendant
in
Cincinnati,
the
K.
dy
stubbs of Kansas. He departable to get out to the north and that EIGHT INMATES OF BROOKLYN
Bardwell, Ky., Teb.
23.State 1,000,000 men will be allowed to oc ed at 9:15
posed Standard directors owns any
o'clock, expecting to reach namite case, after being in jail for 10 stock In his
is the one carrying these advices,
INFANTS' HOSPITAL HAVE
troops arrived here today to protect cur, the coal owners on the whole
own right in the Waters-Pierc- e
was
on
released
bond.
days,
Clark
DIED WITHIN A WEEK.
leaving today. The news of the slaughWilliam Richardson, whose life has take a less favorable view of the Nashville, Tenn., tomorrow morning
but that one share
company,
said he would return to Cincinnati.
where he will make an address.
ter which followed the attack of the
been sougfTt by three different mobs situation.
each has been (transferred to them to
New York, Feb. 23 A woman at- since he killed James Violet, at
Vasqulstas on San Pedro Sunday
enable the to qualify.
Delegates of the coal owners and
Gore Is For Wilson.
Judge Rules Against Darrow.
nlghlt Is apparently confirmed, the fig- tendant "n the Brooklyn Nursery and
Ky., Saturday.
It is charged that it is the intention
of the miners held separate meetings
Feb.
Los
23.
Senator Thomas P. Gore heaos tne
Angeles,
Presiding
ures being 257 revoltosoe killed, be- Infants' Hospital, Is under surveilof the former directors of the Stand
this morning to discuss the list of ten Wilson
privately
Hutton
of
the
court
Judge
superior
delegates named at
sides two children, seven women and lance by alienists, wno are seeking to
outcome of yesterday's
conferences the democratic state convention this ruled against Clarence S. Darrow, for- ard Oil company, who now control a
11
federals killed and 14 federals solve the mystery of the deaths of
of the stock In the subsiwith Premier Asqulth and other mem- afternoon to attend the
national con- mer chief counsel fothe McNamara majority
wounded. The federal outposts had eight children within a week. The CHRISTIAN PARTY WILL bers of the
diary corporations, to bring the Waterin
government
the
brothers,
effort
latter's
at
today
vention
Baltimore.
The
agreement
kept up a fire on the besiegers and children are believed to have been
Another conference of it committee
company into an unlawful
to procure a full transcript of the s-Pierce
then retreated Into town with a cry poisoned.
INVOKE GOLDEN RULE of cabinet members with a deputation made last night to elect ten delegate
restraint
of trade.
evidence
on
was
which
he
to
grand
jury
Wilson
ten
and
Instructed
pledged
to evacute.
According to hospital authorities
of coal owners was held today, the ob for Clark was carried out
To permit the election of Stewart,
without a indicted several weeks ago for alThe vanguard fell Into tie trap, 70 the suspect was committed to the into
secure some concession hitch.
ject being
Mayer and Adams as directors, It Is
The
court
held
leged
jury
bribery.
rebels entering the long narrow street stitution by the city last summer. She PANACEA FOR MODERN POLITIC- to offer the miners in
exchange for
Robert Gallbreatn, of Tulsa, was that the incomplete transcript as de- charged, would be to place the affairs
AL ILLS IS SUGGESTED
followed by several hundred poorly brought with her a baby boy. Her
FOR
their consent to a suspension of the elected national committeeman
Oil company.
of the Waters-Pierc- e
over livered by the state was sufficient.
ADOPTION
armed peons, bent on sacking the duties brought her in frequent con
strike notices.
under the complete domination of the
Dooline.
John
of
Oklahoma
a
City by
town. A withering fire mt them tact with the inmates of the nursery
Standard Oil company of Indiana,
Meetings of both the owners and vote of 407 to 146. GallDreath was
Davis Waives Examination
from the house tops where tops and and also afforded her access to the
Davenport, la., Feb. 23. William R. miners federations have been sum
which it Is alleged, is a competitor of
23.
Feb.
H.
Moulton
forward
Senator
Philadelphia,
L.
Owen.
R,
put
by
Benkent of Davenport, national chair- moned for
about diet kitchen.
machine guns were conceal
Waters-Pierccompany.
February 27, when the min Gallbreath has been
as Davis, of Wes Chester, Pa., who sur the
man of the United Christian party, ers are to
zw tailing aeaa.
decision as to to the presidential
their
give
rendered
to
the
federal
authorities
aspirants.
DIED AGED 124 YEARS
today issued a call for a national con- whether they will postpone the strike.
Reports current this mornpg are
here last week when he learned he
BOND IS FURNISHED.
Columbia, Ky., Feb. 23. John Merg, ference of the party to be held at Premier
that the Vaaqnistas. InfurlMtet at the
Asquith had an audience with
had been Indicted in connection with
O., Feb. 23. Twelve of
Cicinnatl,
24
old
and
oldest
the
111.,
years
Rock
1.
probably
Island,
May
havoc played with
their idrance
King George at Buckingham Palace
PRIZE FIGHTER DIES.
the
McNamara
indicted
officials- and employes ot
the
alleged
dynamiting
man In the United States, died yesterThe call announces that Is the pur and communicated to him the proguards at San Pedro, returned to the
Chicago, Feb. 23. Joe Ketchell, the conspiracy, waived a hearing today the National Cash Register company
on
at
his
Indian
Creek.
home
pose of the United Christian party to gress of negotiations which appear to prize fighter, who collapsed after a and was held in $5,000
attack with desnorai ion and t final y day
ball, which was today signed bonds for $5,000 each-A- ll
4id Merg came to this country from Ger- end war and capital punishment and be tending toward peace. The Feder- recent bout with Billy Walters at the
succeeded In entering the to
for
his
furnished,
In In
except Arthur Wests, salesman- appearance
1812
and enlisted. He drew to settle the tariff, liquor, trust and ation of
many in
Transport Workers Instruct- United States naval training school, dianapolis on March 12. Davis was a ager at Columbus, o., an residents of
burning the market place-a
hla
services
for
and
the
cost
pa high
of living questions by a di ed the executive committee to give near Waukegan, died
pension
reached here today that Sai
today. Walters member of the structural Iron, work Dayton, O. They include John H. Patpers gave hla age as 24 years at the rect vote of the people, and the Gol- the miners every assistance in the was arrested pending
had been sacked last night
by ers union until about six years ago. terson and Vice President
Investigation
E. A.
time of his enlistment.
den Rule.
event of a strike.
of the fall of San Pedro, the
the coroner.
when he entered the lumber business. Deeds.
b.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. FRIDAY,

TWO

mark. In a clinch Attell got Kllbane'e
chin under his head and snt the
Ohio boy back.
Kllbane suddenly
jumped back and staggered the cham-tha- t
pion with a terrific left to the jaw-oKllbane's round,
Round Nine After fiddling in the
center they clinched and Kilbane put
a left to the wind. He seemed much
faster than the champion In the
clinches. After they broke Attell
CHAMPION
SIDESTEPS FIGHTING
rushed and tried hard to land on the
wind, but failed. Then, head to head,
WITH
AND IS NOT POPULAR
the lads fought for the wind, the
THE CROWD
challenger having a shade the better
of It. Kllbane's round,
Vernon Arena. Calif., Feb. 23.
Round Ten Roth rushed and
Johnnie Kilbane was given the decilanding three blows to Attell's tell got a bad left on the mouth. Kll
sion over Abe Attell at the end of a one. The crowd "booed" at Attell for bane then put a right to the ribs,
fight here yesterday after- holding in a clinch.
Attell backin r Abe was wild. In a clinch Kilbane
noon. Kilbane forced the fighting all
away, motioned for Kiihane to eomoiianaea rour rigms in quicK succession
the way and Attell failed to show the Qn fQ
the cievelander respond- - to the jaw without receiving a return
class of former days. The spectators ed with a stiff left to the Jaw. Round The champion clinched and was hiss- were strong for Kilbane, although At- even
ed for holding and butting. Then,
tell was a favorite in the betting at
Round Five Attell's left eye was much to the amusement of the crowd,
the ringside- The light by rounds:
swollen and nearly closed and Kil- - Attell complained to the referee, Ey-- :
Johnnie Kilbane was the first to en- bane kept pecking at it. Attell con- - ton, that Kilbane was holding his arm.
ter the ring. He climbed through the tinually clinched and held on. The. Kllbane's round by a big majority.
ropes at 8:16 andi was greeted with spectators yelled at him to fight. Kil- With the fight half over, the
cheers. He wore green trunks.
bane backed off, still hammering at lander had! a good lead on points and
Attell climbed into the ring at 3:17 Attell's sore eye. The round, which seeemd much fresher,
and was scarcely noticed by the spec- was even, ended with the lads in a
Round Eleven Attell came In with
tators, despite the fact that he was clinch. Kilbane showed more speed his head. He aimed for the ribs and
a two to one favorite in the betting. on, his feet than did Attell.
landed his left low, tot which he was
Attell and Kilbane met at one side
Round Six Kilbane twice jabbed warned by the referee. Each appeared
of the ring and Attell joshed "the Attell's bad eye. He then rushed but to slow down. Attell, in a rush land-wa- s
Cleveland lad," because of his green
stopped by a stiff left to the ed right on the Jaw. In a clinch Kil- trunks
mouth, Attell's first hard Wow. They bane sent in several hard blows on
T?oth men appeared in the best pos- then exchanged long arm Jabs.
Kll- - the ribs and Attell again held on.
It
sible condition. Attell's sore eye was bane rushed and received a hard left was the tamest round of the fight,
to the Jaw- The balance of the round with honors even,
nearly healed.
Tiie me" were called to the center was one long clinch, with round hon- Round Twelves The spectators yell-orof the rlnz at 3:25.
even- ed "Kilbane," the fighters rushed Into
Round One Both men walked slowRound
Seven Attell forced
the a clinch and the referee had hard
ly to the center. After sparring they ftahting.
He put a left to the jaw work separating them. Kilbane land-an- d
clinc hed and Kilbane got in a hard
Kilbane, backing away, retaliat-- ed a left on the Jaw at the break,
ripht to the Jaw on the break. For ed with left and right to the face, Attell was wild In his lead. "Golly,
tiro next minute both men stood in Kilbane nearly upset the champion kid. you are hard to hit," be said to
the center and not a blow was ex- with a straight left to the Jaw. Kil Kilbane. The latter ran into a hard
changed. They then clinched and bane backed away and Attell followed, right on the jaw, but countered with
Kilbane got in a left and a right to putting a good left to the wind. In a left and right to the ribs. Round
the jaw. He was quick as lightning. clinch and with one arm free they even.
They clinched again and Attell missed exchanged hard body blows. At the
Round Thirteen Attell in a clinch
a right. Round even.
bell each was smiling. Attell had a put a hard right to the Jaw. Kilbane
Round Two Each man tried to shade.
then pushed Attell nearly through
feel out his opponent- Kilbane put a
Round Eight K'l.hane
chased At- the ropes. "You knocked Rivers out,
vicious left to the jaw and avoided a tell all over the ring but did not didn't you?" Attell exclaimed to his
left counter. Attell did not seem as land. Attell dropped both hands and opponent. "Well, come on and make
fast on his feet as Kilbne. The leaned against the ropes, smiling. it two." Just as Attell said "two,"
Cievelander landed right and left, and Kilbane dashed In, put left and right Kilbane landed a vicious left to the
avoided returns. He brought blood to the head and then left and right jaw, which ended Attell's remarks.
from Attell's mouth with a straight again, starting the glood flowing Kilbane's speed seemed to worry Atleft. Kilbane asain landed two hard afresh from Attell's mouth. Attell tell. Kilbane handed left and right
lefts to the face, starting the blood seemed tired. His fare was swollen blows to the face and the bell rang
flowing, a right to Attell's had eyi while the Cleveland boy bore not a as the fighters were head to head ex

KILBANE GIVEN A
DECISION OVER
ATTELL

nearly closing that optic. It was Ki:
bane's round. '
Round Three-Th- ey
clinched and
Kilbane complained to the referee
Attell bent hla arm. Attell held
and at the break dodged a vicious
left only to encounier a hard right.
In
Each man was fighting roughly.
the next clinch Attell was? warned f or
"heeling." Kilbane put right and left
to the face. The bell rang with the
men clinched.
Kllbane's round.
Round Four They came to the cen
ter slowly and Kilbane jabbed Abe
twice. Attell tried to clinch, but ran
into a hard right The boys clinched
and wrestled about the ring. Kilbane

At-w-

-

-

'

-

s

changing

body

punches

FEBRUARY

Kilbane's

Fourteen Kilbane seemed
the fighting. He landed a
hard left on the nose and coin. Attell winced and started back. Kilbane landed left and right on the face
and the bell rang as the lads were
head to bead exchanging body punches.
Kilbane's round.
Kilbane brought a roar from the
spectators during this round by imitating the "Texas Tommy" round the
referee.
Round Fifteen Attell showed a
burst of his old time speed by getting
out of a bad hole but an instant later
Kilbane put two lefts to the sore eye.
As they clinched a spectator yelled
to Attell that his face was greisy
"Well, it's coming out df me; I'm a
Jew," smilingly retorted the champion.
As they broke Kilbane rocked Abe'fc
head with a left and then landed hie
right on the ribs Kilbane's round.
Round
Sixteen Kilbane
rushed
and began a tattoo on the face.
Eyton here grabbed Attel ana
motioned Kilbane to his corner. Taking a towel, the referee rubbed the
grease from Attell's body. Kilbane
again rushed, ducked an uppercut bad
landed left to the jaw. Then with a
right he rocked Attell's head Head
to head, Kilbane rained blow after
blow on Attell's body. As they cllnch-Attebutted Kilbane over the eye,
making him bleed profusely.
The spectators Jumped to their feet
and began hissing both Attell and
Referee Eyton. Kllbane's round.
Round Seventeen Both ruhed and
fought furiously. Attell complained
of Kllban'a holding hut was himself
warned not to use his head again. In
a clinch Johnnie got In three blows
to one from his opponent. Abe
seemed to realize that he must make
a strong finish and rushed but was
met every time with straight lefts.
Kilbane clearly oufcboxed the champion. At close quarters Kilbane near
ly lifted the champion off his feet with
a right to the stomach. Kilbane's
Rei-ere-

The eighteenth and nineteenth wore
all Kllbane's, who landed time and
again on the champion with the lat
ter on the defensive.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund monev If
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
case of Itching, Blind Rleedlng or
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days.

its made

of- -

"Such stuff as dreams are made of "
food. No wonder
Willie has the nightmare
even the stomach of a grown-u- p
will
e
occasionally rebel at the havoc worked by
indigestion.
lard-cooke- d

lard-mad-

always digestible, even at its best.
Why
then take chances with lard or imitations
of Cottolene?
Cottolene contains not an ounce of

It is a vegetable product

hog-fa- t.

made from the
choicest cotton oil, refined by our exclusive

process, packed in a cleanly way in patent,
top pails, and protected from all
dirt, dust and contamination.
air-tig-

SATURDAY

EVENING,

7:30

TO

my

9:30

Cash Only No Telephone Orders Accepted.
CRIB BLANKETS

$1.25

65c

$1.75

What's left from our line of Crib Blankets
will be sold at unprecedented prices for this sale

$1.25 Vatuem for - " - 75c "

65c
31c

10c

50c

RIBBONS

WRAPPERS

75c

Our entire line of Calico and Percale wrappers worth from 125 to 1.75 each all sizes, for
75c
our After Supper Sale, each

e

round

Cottolene
It is not

No. 50

TALCUM POWDER

3c

17c

Silk and Satin Ribbons of good quality from
three to six inches wide, plain or fancy, worth
fiom 25c to 50c per yard, Special
17o

A can of good Talcum Powder, of uual size,
regular 10c value, for our After Supper

3o

Sale,

ll

0e
Niafitmare

Lard is made from hog fat.

1912,

round.
Round
to force

1

I'll never eal another less

23,

ht

If you want purer, more healthful food,
and food which will not disturb you after
you have eaten it, be sure that it is cooked
in Cottolene.

Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

More Economical than Butter or Lard

ROSENWALD

BLOCK

(7
-

VICTOR

TALKING

MACHINES

EdTABLfSHED 786

A census to deterrwsne the places of
residence of 16,400 girls working in
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
stores, factories and business houses
of Minneapolis and conditions under
'
which they live is to be taken oy
memThe tailors' union of Toronto, Ont., students of the university and
bers of the Women's welfare League.
Is demanding an increase in wages.
The league has in view providing
Clothing prices may be advanced.
model lodging houses.
Persons who hold political offices,
either elective or appointive, will be
TO piSCUSS WAGE DEMANDS
excluded from the Minneapolis Trades
New York, Feb. 23. Eecutive offand Labor assembly.
icials representing all of the large
The Textile Council of Pawtucket, railroad systems in the eastern terR. I., will soon introduce in the state ritory met in this city today to exlegislature a bill providing for a max- change views on the demands made by
imum working law of 54 hours a week. the locomotive engineers for higher
Wages of factory employes and or wages. The engineers are uniting in a
common laborers, including domestic movement for a wage advance of apservants, are today 75 per cent higher proximately 15 per cent. Every road
at Leghorn, Italy, than in the spring east of Chicago, norm of the Chesapeake & Ohio and south of the Canaof 1909.
There are about 180,000 members of dian border, is affected by the demand
the four railway men's unions, in Eng- and also the Grand Trunk of Canada.
The railroads, It is understood, are
land, and there is a movement on
to look upon the demands
inclined
to
foot
unite these organizations.
A permanent commission has been of the engineers as hardly justified by
formed in Mexico to settle industrial existing conditions. The engineers
liberally in the general wage
disputes and prevent strikes, the commission to work in conjunction with increases made in December, 1910,
since which time the earnings of most
a government labor pureau.
The death rate among miners in of the roads have fallen off materially.
Colorado is 20 times as high as that A general strike in the near future Is
in Prussian mines.
The American regarded as highly improvable. The
death rate among miners is much Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
is one of the most conservative of lalarger than the average auroad.
bor
organizations and has always disThe strike record of the Canadian
a disposition to be conciliatory
played
labor department shows that there
were only eight trade disputes in ex- before resorting to extreme measures.
istence during December of last year, At the same time, the engineers are
to stand in their present debeing six fewer than in November and likely
mands
aB, under the new federation
two fewer than in December, 1910.
of
plan
organization which is said to
Workthe
The leaders of
Industrial
ers of the World plan a speech-makincampaign in Vancouver, B. C, the
speakers to megaphone their views
EB UPTON CAUSED
from boats in the bay to meetings
ashore, in order to avoid police in
terference.
TERRIBLE SUFFERING
The Dominion Labor Congress, to
be held in Ouelph, Ont., m the summer wul probably be the greatest of
Baby's Body Covered with Large
its kind ever held in Canada. MemSores. Seemed to Itch and Burn.
bers of the English unions and of the
Finger Nails Fell Off. Little or
American Federation of Labor will atNo Sleep.
Used Cuticura Soap
tend the congress.
The president of the International
and Ointment. In 6 Weeks Cured.
Ladies' Garment Workers' union reports to the membership that 30 new
When my baby boy was six months old,
local unions were formed during the his body was completely covered with large
sores that seemed to itch and burn, and causa
year, 1911, in the United States and
lerriDie sunermg. The eruption began in pimples which
Canada, and that the membership is
would open and run, making
fast approaching the 100,000 mark.
large sores. His hair came
out and linger nails fell off,
The British Parliamentary Labor
and the sores were over the
party represents 2,500,0000 trade
entire body, causing little 01
no sleep for baby or myself.
unionists and has 42 members in the
Great scabs would come off
house of commons, and now proposes
when I removed his shirt.
to wage a vigorous campaign to obtain
"We tried a great many
remedies, but nothing would
a larger representation.
Funds will
help him, till a friend inbe raised to finance a daily paper.
duced me to try the Cuticura
Soap and Ointment. I used
The New York theatrical stage emthe Cuticura Soap and Ointment but a short time before,
ployes have decided that they are enI could see that he was im- cents an hour. The
titled to 62
anH Inu
nrnvine
i .
t
bul weeair
new regulation also nmits the regu- time he was entirely
cured. He had suffered
six weeks before we tried the cuticura
lar working hours of a day, and after about and
Ointment
Soap
we had tried
that period has passed the stage hands several other things, although
and doctors too. I
think
Cuticura
the
Remedies
will
do all that
will receive double wage, or in most
Is claimed for them, and a
great deal more "
cases $1.25 an hour.
Mrs.
Noble Tubman, Dodson. Mont
(Signed)
Mrs. Raymond Robins, president of Jan. 28, 1911.
For more than a generation Cuticura Soap
the National Women's Trade Union and Ointment have afforded the
mast ecoleaajue, has announced that she will nomical treatment for affections of the skin
scalp of infants, children and adults
A
start a national campaign for a mini- and
single cake of Cuticura Soap (25c.) and box
of Cuticura Ointment (50c) are often suffmum wage scale for 5,000,000 women
icient. Although sold by druggists and
dealers
workers of this country, and that the throughout
the world, a liberal
of
American iteration of Labor nas en- each, with 32-- book on the skin,sample
will be
sent free, on application to Potter Drug
dorsed her plan.
'Them. Corp , Dept. ISA, Doiton.
I

g

p.

have been perfected, they probably
can rely upon the support of the firemen, conductors and brakemen in the
event of a strike. Heretofore the engineers have acted independently and
have fought their own battles. Recently steps have been taken to form
a federation of the four big railroad
brotherhoods, and for the first time
in railroad history it is said that all
four are now agreed to stand together
in the event that either one is involved in a dispute.
DO YOU

KNOW WHY

The Lobby is such a popular mating place for men? The answer j3
easy. It handles the best wines aQtj
liquors for BS(8jas Vegas and i8
er
in a convenient locatWrrn-ewAopposite the Santa ii station. A biig
line of the best cigjrs in alwaysl'r
stock. LauDach & Benjamin, proprietors.
THERE'S

NO EXCUSE

For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
very reasonable investment you can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well aa
a millionaire.
We are selling the
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
before. We have many styles in the
bright and satin finish, fine
springs and pillows. J.
j.
lohnsen & Son
mat-cresse-

ATTENTION ELKS
Have you had your photograph
made for the new lodge rom? Waterman is making sittings and the pictures are proving as good or a little
better than the quality usually turned
out by that high class photographer.
Better arrange for a sitting today.
Waterman, the Plaza.
Do you know that more real
danger
lurks in a common cold than in any
other of the minor ailments? The
safe way is to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy, a thoroughly reliable
preparation, and rid yourself of the
cold as quickly as possible. This remedy is for sale by all dealers.
IT IS NOT STRANGE
not strange that so many people eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
on Center utraat
restaurant
Tk
.
-U 1.1
u, mu
of fare is generous and the price is
cheap, 25 cents for regular meals.
a people "vuuor now ii is possible to serve such e cejlent meals so
v

It is

cheaply.
ENTIRE NEW STOCK
An entire new stock of rubber goods
haa been received by O. G. Schaefer's
pharmacy and those who need that
class of goods can make purchases
there with the assurance that the articles are the best obtainable. The
stock includes hot water bottles, fountain syringes, etc.
IN NEW YORK

CITY

Ton win Hud Hotel Cumberland, at
Uraadway and Fifty-fourtstreet,
near Central Park, an Idea location.
In the retail shopping and theater
district, with the subway, elevated
and surface cars at hand. A hand-e, motern, oeauuruiiy furnished
hot
wit) one of the best restau- ln the city, but moderate in
f. rooms wirn nam, J2.50 per
ip. Nbd 'or booklet Harry P.
in, osnager.
h

1
LA8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

OCC

FRIDAY,

FEBRUARY

opening is wide enough to adn t a
man. They have even gone tnrough
callings protected by wires, by carefully pushing the wires to one aide
They use the umbrella afterward a
an elevator for the furs or feather.
S. S. S. is known as Nature's Ctue for Contagious Blood Poison because
Father
Knickerbocker it is
Altogether
prepared entirely from the blood purifying and healing extracts of roots,
seems to be in need of a commlttue herbs and barks taken directly from the
natural forests of the land. It does
of vigilant.
not contain the least particle of strong mineral ingredients, and is so prepared as to aid in the upbuilding of every portion of the system, while driving Contagious Blood Poison from the blood. No unpleasant effects ever
Trust Favors Tariff Reduction.
follow the use of S. S. S., such as stomach troubles, dyspepsia, mercurial
As the greatest consumer of augrr
FALSE FlfMTT IT HAS WORN SO
rheumatism, etc., as is so often the case where other medicines are used.
in the country and the market S. S. S.
LONG Tt) BE CUT OFF AT
goes down to the very bottom of the trouble and gently but surely,
through which the greater par of our drives out every trace of the disease, cleanses and purifies the circulation, and
CorfT OF MILLIONS.
huge foreign importations of tins by its fine vegetable tonic effects, assists the system to rapidly overcome the
ork is ravages of the disease, and regain its natural healthful condition. S. S. S.
product are received. New
New '. orje Feb. 23. Broadway Is watching with interest the develop- does not cover np or hide the symptoms for awhile, to break out later, but
soon to undergo the greatest cleaning ments in connection with this indus- so thoroughly does it remove the cause that no signs of the trouble ever return. S. S. S., Nature's cure, is the surest and safest remedy for Contagious
up it has ejrer experience and visit- try including the course of ho
Blood Poison. Home Treatment Book with valuable suggestions and inforors to town after the job is completed
suit against the trust and the mation, and any medical advice free to all v ho write.
will find in the place of the famous threatened reduction ot the tariff on
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
thoroughfare ae they now know it one the raw product. To those on the inof almost puritanical appearance. Tbe side it appears thai these two lines
BISHOP VINCENT 80 YEARS OLD.
SIMMONS FACES BITTER FIGHT
cleaning up is not to be of a moral of action to a certain etent are likely
L'3
Blshofii
Feb.
Ind.,
Indianapolis,
Raleigh, N. C, Feb. 23. With the
is no secret
character, however, but architectural. to nullify each otheu
I
in Vnrti,
ntnrtl nrinmrv
Prom the' Battery to Fift) ninth here that the trust is actually though joiiu h. Vincent, whose homo is in
this
celebrated
his
(
city,
arolina
but
a
few
eightieth.
months
distant,
street, a distance oi nve miles, on not publicly in favor of a reduction of
both sides of the Great White Way, the tariff on raw sugar for tne reason birthday anniversary today. Bishop outward and visible signs are abund-Vinceis the most widely ant that the contest for the seat of
every obstruction which projects be- that it controls by far the greater known ofprobably
all
the
of the Metn- - Senator Simmons is to be hard fought
bishops
shaved
share of the refining industry while
yond the building line is to be
odist Episcopal church. For nearly and exceedingly bitter. Senator Simoff, carted away and thrown on the its attempt to control the domestic 50
years he has been ramous as a pul- mons' term of office will expire one
beet and can output never was sucdump. .J ust how much this
orator and his work in starting the year hence and he is a candidate for
pit
shave will cost is still unknown, but cessful and has been abandoned engreat
movement has given
Hi principal rival for the
it is certain to run far into the mil- tirely of recent years. The trust him a Chautauqua
worldwide standing as an edu toga appears to be Governor W. W.
to
a
and
be
therefore
shave
estimates
that
the costliest
lions
shrewdly
cator. In addition, be has exerted
Kltchin, who has already taken to the
rltt wnich would
New York has ever had. Hundreds reduction of the
unlimited Influence rnrough the interand delivered some vigorous
stt
stump
of store, office ana manufacturing wipe out or seriously cripple the
national Sunday school lessons. He attacks on Simmons'
of
United
the
will
in
the
political record,
suffer
gar
industry
producing
buildings
probably
was one of the originators of the unihis vote in the Larimer
slice that is to be drawn States, amounting to auout
particularly
form lesson system, out of which grew
along the edges of the street, takinp of our total annual consumption the international series and was for a case- A third candidate lor the
is former Governor Charles
would bring grist to rts mill because
off porches, stoops, signs, pillars,
number of years chairman of the in- B.
Atcock and a fourth Is Chief Juseases for displaying it would mean the bringing in of that
stands,
ternational lesson committee which
tice Walter Clark, of the state sugoods anil perhaps even parts ot mch more foreign sugar for the trust selects and
tne lessons which
on
to
toll
the
collfot
preme court. It Is believed that a
process are studied prepares
through
buildings. The howl of protest that If
weekly by nearly 25,000,000 second
primary confined to the two
expected when the pruning proces-- of refining. Apparently it would rather scholars
.e world.
throughout
take'"
its chances with the Sherman
leaders in the first primary will be
begins will avail little. The false
front that Broadway has been wear- law than with the possibility of a
necessary to settle the contest.
DON'T LIKE NEW RULING.
ing until it hat become almost real great expansion of the domestic inSt. Louis, Mo., Feb. 23. While proNEVADA
LEGISLATURE
MEETS
must come oil, since the Board of Es- dustry which it cou.a not control. The
that the new conditions tend Carson City, Nev.v Feb. 23. Called
testing
iltimate after a long consideration has present tangle is only one of many
to create confusion and an abnormal
together in special session by proclanow so ruled in its struggle to re lustrations of the complications that
of marketing grains, a mass mation of Governor Oddie, the Nevcondition
lleve the ever growing pedestrian con-- arise in connection with tne relations
convention of grain producers and ada legislature met today for the purgestion that threatens eventualh to between the government and big inhandlers here today at the same time pose, according to the
make New York's more crowded 'lustries.
proclamation,
discussed plans to meet the require- of providing for a state loan and a
streets liteially Impassible.
ments
of tbe recent ruling of the bu- state tax levy. There Is
Leprosy in New York.
nothing in
That lepers walk abroau in the reau of chemistry in regards to the the law to prohibit the governor from
Complain of Mail Service.
From all over the country com- streets of New York Is the surprising conditions under which grain must be calling other legislative business to
The grain the attention of the lawmakers and it
shipped and marketed.
plaints have been coming to Xey disclosure just made here as a result men
are
inclined
to
find
fault
of
disease
from
death
particu is rumored that measures may be inthe
this
of a
York of delays In the mail service.
Merchants in the soutn and west have West Indian negress alt the little larly with the interpretation concern- troduced to make prize fights unlawbeen wiring to wholesalers and job- known lepers' colony on Blackwells. ing the liability incurred in the ship- ful in Nevada and also to put a quietbers here to Inquire about delays in According to the statements of physi ping of corn for interstate commerce. us on the Reno divorce industry. But
declared that the law as inter- it is
filling rush orders and investigation cians who have looked into the mat- They
regarded as more likely that the
preted
by the bureau of chemistry work of the
are
there
men
in
4S
ter,
this
has shown delays or 24 or even
prominent
special session will be
hours in the handling of the mails in country known to a few physicians renders it most hazardous for buyers confined to the specific objects menwhich these letters were included who have been suffering from leprosy and shippers of com to purchase for tioned in the official call, especially
a mild form for years without any shipment in interstate commerce a since the governor has Intimated that
aside from any delays accountable on
the score of late traiWs. The Chicago member of their families or business large proportion of any of the recog- the session Is to last but a few days.
Tribune has been kifeprap a record in acquaintances being aware of the fact nized standard grades of corn.
this connection of toe time of receipt or suffering from it. One physician
PACIFIC A. A. INDOOR MEET
-om
VH'JhanSaWti ill Wish-- who nas observed 3b moes of leprosy ARE MICROBES IN YOUR SCALP?
San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 23. Star
It
Has Been Proved That Microbes
es the result
an editorial in which ln a single year states that the fear of
athletes representing clubs and colCaupsa Baldness.
it asks whetl the fostmaster Gen- - the disease is a greater danger to
Professor Unna of Hamburg, Ger- leges throughout this section trooped
eral is wreck;! the railway mail ser- - ne community than the disease itself.
into San Francisco today to compete
many,
and Dr. Sabourand, the leading
It;
nevertheless comes as a shock to
build up a false
vice in ordfi
for
honors in the big indoor track and
record of ecoAmy for his department. me general public to realize that New French dermatologist, discovered that field meet arranged by the Pacific
a
microbe causes baldness. Their
The Tribune records show that New! York has a leper settlement, even
Athletic association. The entry list
York papers of Friday which should thoush it is conducted along the most theory has time and again been amply
gives promise of one of the most notarrive in Chicago at 1:40 a. m., on modern lines. The lepers on Black-th- verified through research experiments able events of its kind ever pulled
following day wrre not delivered well's island have their own dormi-unti- l carried on under the observation of off here.
This microbe
Monday, or more tha n4S hours tor5r- - thelr WI kitchen, bathroom and eminent scientists.
after the regular time of receipt and living room and are waited on by an lodges in the Sebum, which is the BREAKS UP A COLD
that New Orleans papers were not re- - attendant. They are all allowed to natural hair oil, and when permitted
IN SEVERAL HOURS
ceivelT until four days arter date of communicate in a measure with the to flourish it destroys the hair follicles
Similar delays were other patients out of doors. They go and in time the pores entirely close, An Effective Way to Cure a Bad Cold
publication.
noted from many other points and the t0 church on Sundays and on the and the scalp gradually takes on a
and End Grippe Misery
evidence collected agrees with that whle they have an excellent time for shiny appearance. When this happens
there is no hope of the growth of hair
that are afflicted with a
which has been noted by many
There is not one grain of quinine
being revived.
firms here and elsewhere. The Psedly incurable disease.
in Pape's Cold Compound,
which,
We have a remedy which will, we
Tribune says in conclusion: "If Mr.
when taken every two hours, until
honestly believe, remove dandruff, ex- three consecutive doses are taken,
Hitchcock k crippling the railway
JUST TRY A TEN CENT
terminate the microbe, promote good will
mail service in order to show departsurely end the grippe and break
BOX
OF
circulation
CASCARET3
in the scalp and around
of
ment retrenchment at the expense
up the most severe cold, either in the
the hair roots, tighten and revitalize
the public, he is wasting, not saving,
head, ch st, back, stomach or limbs.
Insures
for
months
the hair roots, and overcome baldyou
a
against
and the sooner an end is put to such
It promptly relieves the most misSick Headache, Biliousness, Conness, so long as there is any life left
false economy the better for all
erable headache, dullness, head and
in the hair roots.
stipation or a Bad Stomach.
nose stuffed up, fevershiness, sneezWe back up this statement with our
Put aside Just once the Salts, own personal guarantee that this ing, sore throat running of the nose,
Mecca for Burglars.
catarrhal affections, soreness, stiffness
Cathartic
Pills, Castor Oils or purga- remedy called Rexall "93" Hair Tonic
New York is rapidly becoming the
tive waters which merely force a will be supplied free of all cost to the and rheumatic twinges.
burglars' mecca and as a result burg- passageway
Pape's Cold Compound is the rethrough the bowels, but user if it fails to do as we state.
sult of three years' research at a cost
lary Insurance rates are soaring. Re- do not
It will frequently help to restore
thoroughly cleanse, freshen
cent daring daylight robberies by a and
of more than fifty thousand dollars,
purify these drainage or alimen- gray and faded hair to its original col- and
an
automobile
of
use
contains no quinine, which we
gang making
tary organs, and have no effect what- or, providing loss of color has been
have served to focus public attention ever
have
conclusively demonstrated is not
upon the liver and stomach.
caused by disease; yet it is in no
and to bring about a realization of
in the treatment of colds or
effective
Keep your inside organs pure and sense a dye. Rex- a- "93" Hair Tonic
the fact that Jesse James ano his fresh
grippe.
with Cascarets, which thor- accomplishes these results by aiding
methods would be considered mnateur
Take this harmless Compound as
cleanse the stomach, remove in making every hair root, follicle, and
oughly
exish here. That this condition has
with the knowledge that
directed,
the undigested, sour and fermenting pigment gland
strong and active, and there Is no other medicine made anyisted for sonic time, however, and is food and foul
gases, take the excess by stimulating a natural flow of colln the world which will
not a sporadic outbreak is evidenced bile from the liver
and carry out of oring pigment throughout the hair where else
sucof
the
cold
cure
or end grippe misery
fcy the fact that because
your
the system all the decomposed waste cells.
as promptly and without any other as
cessful activities of burglars here last matter and
We exact no obligations or promises
poisons ln the intestines
as a assistance or bad after-effeclyear and the companies writing burg- and bowels.
we simply ask you :o gtve Rexall
necesit
found
cent package of Pape's Cold Comlary insurance have
A Cascaret tonight will make you "93" Hair Tonic a
thorough trial and pound, which any druggist in the
sary to raise their rates. In some feel great by morning. They work if not
satisfied
us and we will world can
tell
50
to
per while
cases the increase amounts
supply.
you sleep never gripe, sicken refund the money you paid us for it.
cent. All but two of the companies and cost
10
cents
a
box
Two
from
only
sizes, prices 50 cents and 1.00? MASQUES, MASQUES, MASQUES
have now refused to insure homes your
druggist Millions of men and Remember, you can obtain it in Las A full line of masquerade cosof
the
startling women take a Cascaret now and
and wagons because
Vegas only at our store the Rexall tumes, wigs and everything needed for
record of thefts of such pro.K-rtthen and never have Headache, Bil- Store. E. G. Murphey.
a masque ball may be obtained at
the
ln
valued at over $1,000,000,
iousness, coated tongue, Indigestion,
-.
the millinery store of Mrs. A. Stand-tsh- ,
The Sour
streets of New York last yeaIT 18 AN ADVANTAGE
Stomach or Constipated bowels.
the Emporium, 624 Sixth street
which
It is an advantag to ladies to purgang of feather and for thieves
Cascarets belong in every household.
is
losses
so
has caused
many heavy
chase their millinery from one who
Children love to take them.
SUPPLIES A HOME NEED
still at large. They are very clever.
has visited the eastern markets and
Our famous brand of Sherwood Rye
oe
:ron
an
to
8H0E REPAIRING
Their own tools seem
had the privilege of inspecting the
properly aged and carefully
trella. They
Shoe repairing Is Important and newest styles in the shops of the ex- whiskey,
bar, a rope and an
fills the exact demand of the one
kept,
or
a
fur
should be done right particularly clusive wholesalers. The customers who wishes a
break Into a floor aove
supply in the family
feather establishment, prospect fo welt soled shoes which when repaired of Mrs. Frank Strass enjoy that ad- sideboard. Your telephone order will
a
an opening and then make i hole should be sewed. Our eelctric driven vantage. Mrs. Strass Is tne only mil- be filled promptly and satisfaction
ey fapert the Fleming stitcher and Champion finish- liner iu iB Vegas who makes reguthrough the celling.
guaranteed. A full line of finest Caliumbrella carefully, op It later it is er equals hand work, leaving the shoe lar trips to the markets. She has
fornia wines are also directed to your
just
through, and them safegpArd noise flexible and retaining the shape as returned from St Louis, Chicago and attention. The Opera Bar, Charles T.
from falling plaster ty,gatrln the when new, costs less and wears just Denver, and is showing the latest Farley, proprietor. Telephone Main
spring styles.
110.
plaster in the umbreja until tbelr as long. Hedgcock's.

FIVE MILE SHAVE
FOR BROADWAY

23.

1912.

NATURES CURE

FOR BLOOD POISON

NEW YORK
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The Browne
THEATER
Will open its doors to the public on
SATURDAY EVENING
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(ARUM OF THE KISS)

An Irish Drama
IN THREE ACTS

A

MAGNIFICENT SPECTACULAR PRODUCTION

in Ireland
flade BY
THE
KALEM
ALL-STA- R

PHOTO-PLAYER-

S

THRILLING ACTION THROUGHOUT
THE ENTIRE LENGTH OP
3,000 FEET

Admission - 5c and 10c
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OH HOW NAUGHTY!

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
New York, Feb. 23. Though prices

on the stock market improved before
noon today business was almost susEDITOR
pended, the apathy of the morning
session being unprecedented. The only
ASSERT THEY WILL SEE THAT feature was the report that the Great
Northern road in planing contracts for
NO MORE "FUNNY" DANCING
Entered at the Poatofflce at East
had awarded them to independ-- :
IS INDULGED IN
Las Vegas, New Mexico, (or transmisand Ignored the Uni-- '
ent
companies,
sion through the United States Malls
ted States Steel corporation, Republic
23.
Feb
is
ta
Raw:,
It
lawrelce;
as Becond class matter.
ta to the grizzly bear, the
trot, Iron and Steel common and preferred

MOTHERS

M. M. PADGETT

turkey

heavily spiked punch, and the other
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
moonlight frolics accusBY
questionable
CARRIER:
DAILY,
Per Copy
$ .05 tomed to' be Introduced into the ex
16 clusive- week-endances in Lawrence
One Week
At a conference of some of
.65 balls.
One Mouth
women in LawOne Year
7.M the
DAILY BY MAIL:
rence at the home of Mrs. W. F.
One Year
$6.00 March- j eoiy
'lis were adopttx Months
3.00 ed wty:h will b
submitted to the
session of the federal clubs on Feb
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ruary 29 for approval. The federate!
club women expect to eradicate these
GROWER.
One Year
$2.00 delinquent tendeudiecs from the social
1 00
life of the younger set by means of a
Six Months
regularly appointed committee of wo-

d

ntospminnt

i

(Cash In Advance (or Mall Subscriptions).
Remit by draft, check or money
order, (f tent otherwise we will not
he responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
AT
DISCONTINUED
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR.

LL PAPHBS

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
of an; newspaper In Northwestern
New Mexico.
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ABOUT SO
Did It ever occur to you that a
Man's life is full of crosses and

temptations

lie comes

;

Into the world without his

consent,
"CuileOei out of it against bis will,
That the trip is exceedingly rocky.
And he's governed 'by the rale of con-

traries;
When he is little the big girls kiss
him.
"When he is big the little girls kiss
him,

If he's affectionate lie's a soft
'
men,
tie's
If he's not affectionate

speci-

cold

blooded,
If he's actively religious

he's

a hypo-

crite,
If he doesn't go to church he's a hardened sinner.
If he dies young there's a groat future
for him,
If he's old and broke he's In the way,
If he's in politics it's for graft,
If he's not he's not good for the country.
If he don't give to charity he's stingy.
If he gives freely it's for show,
If he Is poor he's a bad manager,
If he is rich he's dishonest.
If he needs credit he can't get it.
If he has plenty they all want to help
him,

If he meets with misfortune he needs
money,
If he borrows

moneys he's improv
ldent.
If he asks friends to help him he
loses them.
If he gets it from the Broker his Boss
gets sore.
If you save money you're a grouch,
If you spend It you're a loafer,
If you get It you're a grafter,
If you don't get it you're a bum,
So what the Hell's the use
Life is Just one damn thing after another.
From an Exchange.
o
Y. M. C. A. BOYS

IN

scSSION

Fall River, Mass., Feb. 23. Representatives of the boys department of
the different Y. M. C. A. branches
throughout Masachusette and Rhode
Island gathered la this city today for
annual confertheir twenty-seconence. The object of the conference
in to brine the boys together In a
manner that will promote a moral and
social uplift To this end a number
of well known religious workers and
educators have been Invited to deliv-e-d
which
addresses. The sessions
were commenced today will be brought
to .a close with exerctees In the Central Congregational church Sunday
evening, when about 600 boys will
take part in a devotional meeting.
d

men chaperones and efficient
from the city authorities.
More than a month ago the Gazette
published prominently an account of
two university girls, one the daughter
of r professor and the other closely
connected with the administration of
the Women's Student government as
sociation, who were currently report
ed to have become bo affected from
spiked punch at a student dance
that their behavior was a sourse of
gossip on the hill for several weeks.
The item was responsible for an in
vestigation started by a local club
woman; which terminated m yesterday's conference.
"We have understood and our investigations have borne out these
rumors, that the halls are darkened
at many of the nicest dances by these
young people and that, these moonlight effects are used to cloak improper intimacies;, between the young pec- iple," said' one of the leaders in the
movement. We are also convinced
that intoxioAtlilg liquors are used at
many of these functions. It is for
the purpose of precluding the expos
ure of our daughters to such famil
iarities and influences that the fed
erated club women have instituted
this movement for their elimination.
The grizzly bear and turkey trot,
two dances of very suggestive character and degrading influence, have been
forbidden in the public dance halls of
all large citWaJ Where such places
exist. They will continue to flourish,
however, at private dances where the
young people are careless or daring
and K. TJ. Is said to be free from these
latest effects In terpslchorean styles.
They are only Introduced at select
gatherings where the guests can be
trusted not to gossip. Moonlight numbers afford a splendid opportunity for
practicing the "grizzly hug" and the
"turkey rub." Students who knaw say
they are absent wholly from K. U.
dances.

made further declines, while increased
strength was shown by Amalgamated
Copper, Westinghouse Electric and
General Electric. Bonds were steady.
The market closed strong, the last
?ales being as follows:
67
Amalgaamted Copper
118
American Beet Sugar
104
Atohlson
129
Great Northern
110
New York Central
117
Northern Pacific
157
Reading
108
Southern Pacific
164
rnion Pacific
60
United States Steel
108
1'nfted States Steel, pfd

larger world shipments today gave the
wheat market a somewhat easy tone.
Pit. offerings,

however, proved lighter
than expected and caused prices to
to
harden. The opening was
"sffiii. cents lower. Initial sales of
cents, the
May were at 99 to 99
same change from last night as the
market taken altogether. A rally to
100H was followed by a relapse
100.
to 99
Uneasiness about elevators refusing
corn which might heat in transit caused a bullish feeling. May opened uncents off at 67
changed to
cents and then rose to
to
C8
cents.
There was not much pressure to
sell oats. May started unchanged to
cents off at 52 to 52 cents and
ascended to
Demand for 'provisions was not at
all urgent. First transactions varied
from r cents down to 10 cents up.
With May delivery $15.45 for pork;
$9.07 for lard and $8.57 for ribs
The closing quotations were as fol
lows:
Wheat, May 100; July

6768

52.

68;

July

52;
$15.42.

T.rd, May

49.05.

Ribs, May

$8.57.

KANSAS

68.
47.

July

CITY LIVE

STOCK.

Kansas City, Feb. 23 Cattle, receipts 800, including 200 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $5.25
8; southern steern $5 6. 25; southern
cows and heifers $35; native cows
And heifers $36.75; stockers and
feeders $4.256.50; bulls $3.75
5.40; calves $47.25; western steers
$4.757.20: western cows $35.
Hogs, receipts 7,900. Market steady
to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales $6
6.30; heavy $6.256.32; packers
TOUGH LUCK.
and butchers $6.206.30; lights $5.7,")
Another recipient of much editorial
6.20; pigs $4.505.50.
sympathy is the. editor of the Mora
Sheep, receipts 3,000. Market weak
County Sentinel who dropped his false Muttons
$3.254.65; lambs $5.25
teeth In a keg of news ink.
ff.50: fed wethers and yearlings $4 if?
5.50; fed ewes $2.754.
This is the season of the year when
mothers feel very much concerned
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
over the frequent colds contracted by
Chicago, Feb. 23. Cattle, receipts
their children, and have abundant
reason for it as every cold weakens 3,000. Market steady. Beeves $4.80
the lungs, lowers! the vitality and
steers $4.6005.75;
8.60; Texas
paves the way for the more serious western steers
stockers and
$4.907;
diseases that so often follow. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is famous for feeders $3.9006.25; cows and heifits cures, and is pleasant and safe to ers $2.100 6.50; calves $5.5007.75.
take. For sale by all dealers.
Hogs, receipts 30,000. Market slow
weak 5 cents lower. Lights $5,950
SOLID LEATHER SHOES.
6.32; mixed $606.35; heavy $6.05
6.37; rough $6.0506.15; pigs
Very much talked but very little in
evidence except in case of high prices. $4.3506.15; bulk of sales $6.20
Yet In spite of the fact we have suc- G.30.
Market
Sheep,
ceeded in getting an excellent line of
receipts 13,000all leather shoes for boys that is steady. Native $3.3004.80; western
$4.9005.75;
great in value for a little money. $3.7504.85; yearlings
western
Prices 9 to 13, $1.00; 13 to 2, $1.25; lambs, native $4.4006.90;
2
to
$1.50. For misses and chil $4.7507.10.
dren at same price.
-

5,

HEDGCOCK'S.

PREPARES FOR EDUCATORS
St. LOjttis, Feb, 23. Preparations are
practically complete for the reception
and entertainment of the; many noted
educators who will be here next week
for the annual convention of the Department of Superintendence of the
National Educational association and
the meetings of the several other educational societies which will be held
here at the same time. The principal convention, that of the depart-o- f
superintendence,
begin its sessions Tuesday. Other organisations
which will meet here are the National
Council of Education, the National
Committee, on Agricultural education
and the Educational Press Association. It Is expected that a total of
more than 1,000 well known educators
from all parts of the country will attend the gathering.

NEW YORK MONEY
New York, Feb. 23. Call money 2

if2:

dollars

prime paper
47 cents.

34;

Mexican

NEW YORK COTTON.
New York, Feb. 23. Cotton
closed quiet .five points lower,
dling uplands 10.45; middling
10.70. No sales.

spot
Mid- -

gulf

NEW YORK METAL
New York, Feb- 23. Silver
Copper 1414. 10; Tin 42.9043.10;

68;

-

Lead

44.10.

ST. LOUIS METALS.
St. Louis, Feb. 23. Lead firm 4.00;
--

Spelter 6.60.
If you want to get the want you
want to get, you want to get your
want In a want getter. The Optic
wants you to get the want yon want
to get Try the ' Want Ada" and see

No

La Cuesta
3
Las Vegas, south
4 Tecolote
5
Las Vegas, North
6 Las Vegas, Central
7 San Antonio
8
Las Vegas, upper
9 Pecos
10 Chaperito
2

No,
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16
No. 17
No. 18
No. 19
No. 20
No. 21
No 22
Nc. 23
No. 24
No. 25
No. 26
No. 27
No. 28
No. 29
No. 30
No. 31
No. 32
No. 33
No. 34
No. 35
No. 36
No. 37
No. 38
No. 39
No. 40
No. 41
No. 42
No. 43
No. 44
No. 45
No. 46
No. 47
No. 48
No. 49
No. 5Q
No. 51
No 52
No. 53

Bernalillo
Chavez
Colfax
Dona Ana
Eddy

6

2
2

Las Manuelitas

2

Union

Union

2

Valencia

San Patricio
Mishawaka
2
2
3

2
4

iJendre

z

Pens Blanca
Los AlamOB

2
2

San Pablo

2

Chavez

2
2

San Isldro
Las Galllnas
Pen co Blanco
Bl Cerrlto
Los Tsrres
Tecolotlto . il
Beraal
Canyoa Lag .

2
3
2
2

2
2
2

RomeroviUe

2

Los Fuertes ...
Z
Ojltos Frios
2
Cherryvale
2
Emplazado
2
Hot Springs
4
Trementina
2
Agua Zarca
2
Guadalupe
2
San Ignacio
2
Las Colonias
2
Encinoea
roxies will not be recognized un
less held by residents of the sami
precinct from which the delegates
have been chosen. The various precincts will hold tber primaries as
soon as convenient, bnt not later
that the second day of March, 1912.
The secretaries of the various primaries are requested to notify the
chairman of this committee of the
date of their meeting and the nan.es
of the delegates chosen, Immediately
after holding their primaries.
ROMERO,

Chalrma n
F.

5
3D

18
6

22
1

10
14
19

VENCESLAO

O. BLOOD,

Secretary.

Telephone or call and! we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

& Machine

Shop

Wm. Whalen, Prop,

PIsjsm Main 344.

JARAMILLO,
Chairm--

2S

Los Vltfges

SECUNDINO

2

305
Total
All notices of contest shall be sub
mitted In writing, setting forth the
grounds of contest, which must be
filed with the secretary of the state
central committee at least three days
before the meeting of the state convention.
AH county conventions must be held
not later than the 4th day of March,

2 1912.
11

East Las Vegas
Canyon de Menuelitas
PUertecito
HI Pueblo

9
4

Sapello

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

6

Roosevelt

Roclada

Ask Your Grocer for It

6

2 Sandoval
2 San Jnan
a San Miguel

Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance

Distributors

15

8

2

Gross. Kelly & Co.

4

...

Quay
Rio Arriba

Z

PROCESS,

SILVERWARE
A ROGERS
COUPON IN EVERY SACK .

11
8

v

"A

La

famous GERMAN

If

.

San Geronlmo
Rowe

FLOUR

Problem.
evsryB&kir$
It's rirxer-Whit- er
Uniform.
and MoreLARABEES
Made by

14
5

.....

rrnumi

the answer to

4

Curry

4

Sabinoso
San Jose

iess

19
7
17

Otero

McKlnley
San Juan
Casa Colormm

ma

lows:

2 MoKlnley
4 Mora

San Miguel

1

1912.

Gram
Guadalupe
Lincoln
relegates Luna

Precinct
Now

23,

publican party Id the respective conn
ties upon such notice and date as the)
may deem expedient for the purpose of
electing delegates to the state convention to be held on the 8th day of
March, 1912, as aforesaid, and which
the basis of representation shall be
one delegate for each one hundred
vote or more, cast for the republican
candidate for governor of the state
of New Mexico at the late election
held on the 7th day of November,
1911. and one delegate at large from
each county in addition upon which
basis tbe representation in the state
convention of the republican party of
the state of New Mexico to be held
on March 8, 1912, from the several
counties of the state shall be as fol-

COUNTY

A convention of the republicans of
San Miguel county, state of New
Mexico, is hereby called to be held
the fourth day of March, 1912, in order to select 30 delegates to the republican state convention, to be held in
the city of Santa Fe, n. M., on the
eighth day of March A. D. 1912, for
the purpose of selecting eight deie- gates and eight alternates to repr.-rails- ,
sent the republican party of the state
of New Mexico in the National repub- lican convention to be held in the city
of Chicago, state of Illinois, on the
eighteenth day of June, A. D. 1912,
for the purpose ot ominating candidates for president and vice president
to be voted for at the presidential
election on Tuesday, November 5,
1912, and for the transaction of such
other business as may properly come
before It
The various precincts of San Miguel county are entitled to the following number of delegates from their
respective precincts:

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
of
Chicago, Feb. 23 Predictions

May
Oats, May
Pork, May

FEBRUARY

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN
CONVENTION.

TODAY'S MARKETS

SAY LAWRENCE

FRIDAY,

n.

HERBERT W. CLARK,
Secretary.
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ROOSEVELT SAYS NOTHING.
New York, Feb. 23. Colonel Roose-

velt was back at his desk today but
prepared to depart' tomorrow for Boston. He was uncommunicative, saying to the newspaper men:
"You may ask me all the questions
you desire, bnt I shall have only one
answer for them all, and that is,
I have nothing to say.' "
Colonel Roosevelt will return from
Massachusetts Wednesday.
'this-mornln-

PRIVATE LETTERS PRODUCED.
Chicago, Feb. 23. Many private tei--

ft
ft

Want
fiabit

ft
ft

ft
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LA FOLLETTE STILL HOPES".
Minneapolis, Feb. VS. Progressive
republican leaders of tbe northwest
are to meet here tonight with Walter
L. Houser, Senator La toilette's campaign manager, to discuss the campaign. Mr. Houser is expected- to arrive late today from North Dakota,
where he has been f 0 r the last week
in the Interest of NLr. La Follette's
campaign.

M

i

T

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

i

alleged to have been seat
by Louis H. Heyman, general manager:
for Morris & Company, to eastern representatives in the summer of 1910,
insisting that higher prices be obtained were read to the jury in the
packers' trial today. Thomas Hoops,
head of the dressed beef department
of Morris & Company, was recalled to
the stand to identify the messages.
egrams
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The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round

i

good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
sucqess.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
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Telephone your Want Ads.

Pbone

ft

ftftftft
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to The

Optic.

"Pursuant to tbe requirements- of
the call made by the republican national committee on December 12,
1911, for a republican national convention to be held in the city of Chicago In the state of Illinois, a 12
oalek son on Tkiesday, June 18,
1912, for the purpose ot nominating
candidates for president and' vice- president to be voted for at the presidential election on Tuesday, November, 5, 1912, and for the transaction
f such other business as may come
re, It the republican ceafal com
"f the state of New Mexico
in
Santa Fe on this 25th day
of January, 1912, hereby calls for the
holding of a convention of the republican party of the state of New
Mexico, to be held In the city of Santa
Fe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock
on Friday, the eighth day of March,
A. D., 1912 for the purpose of select
tng eight delegates and eight alternates to represent the republican par
state of New Mexico In the
ty e
said national convention called to be
hied at Chicago on the 18th day of
June, 1912.
The republican central committees
of the various counties of the state
are by this committee requested and
directed to issue a call for the holding of a county convention of Che re

(

-

(Hand
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Underwear.

UNION SUITS AND TWO PIECE GARMENTS

For Men, Women and Children
ALL

PRICES

NEW SUITS, DRY GOODS, SHOES ETCQARRIVING

store

MCHAMCHB
E.LASVEGAS.

.........
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' Harvard Mills "
Fished)
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Republican Convention
the State of New Mexlc.

Call for
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DAILY.

LAS VEQA8 DAILY OPTIC,

The Prescriptjonist

PERSONALS
'

Iff

g Ogle returned this afternoon
from a "short trip to Wagon Mound.
L
E. W. Walker of Albuquerque came
in last night from the Duke City on
V.

wno doe tDe
the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
The man
weighing,

business-

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Main b

r
EXTBASPECIAL
One lot

of

Silk

Petticoats

SAMPLES
Assorted
$5.

TO

colors
$7.50

and black
VALUE

AT

$2,98

HOFFMAN

AND

GRAUBARTH

104

PHONE MAIN

FEBRUARY

WAS A DECIDED

SUCCESS
THIRTEEN

HUNDRED
PEOPLE
NIGHT ENJOYED THE E.
ROMEROS' HOSPITALITY.

LJST

It was a jolly crowd that filled the
Duncan opera house last night from
pit to eaves to participate in the thir-

look as well as the high priced
ones
any stylish man or
And
woman knows that
vchat a satisfaction you get
out of that guarantee! From
banking to horse trading a
guarantee is the rule of all
sound business. Why let
the hosiery manufacturer escape the rule?
Ask your hosiery
dealer if he will guarantee his ordinary hose
to wear four months in
heel, sole and toe. If
not, then try a box of
rjfflidefAoaftmadeby the
Chattanooga

ivnimng

i

mm

M
gr

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,

NAVY

LEAGUE

166X.

FOR PEACE

Washington, Feb. 23. The Navy
League of the United States, in annual convention In this city, held a
""peace" session this afternoon with a
view to lmprssing upon the public
mind Its belief that "an adequate navy
Is the only guarantee of peace."
President Taft delivered the principal
address at the session, which was held
In Continental Memorial hall. The
other notable speakers included Rear
Admiral Richard Walnwrtght and
"Charles Francis Adams of Boston

MFXICO

LAS VEGAS

.

1

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
BAIN

WEBER

EMERSON
McGORMIGK

Pa-dlll-

THE PLAZA

A:

LAS VEGAS,

LAS VEGAS

LcS Vegas Savings Bank
$30,000.00

Capital

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm, G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Ho.sk ins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Paid on Deposits

Green-berger-

Hay-war-

ESTABLISHED

Sleep 'till waking time comes.

-

Ros-enwal- d

Money hid in old stockings
used to be a favorite way of saving money. Nowadays people
;save money by putting their
A
GJSbS&fiSS.
into
money
dollar saved is a dollar earned.
Four pairj of
ghdsfiSS cost
but one dollar and are guaranteed not to wear out in four
months in heel, sole or toe

FIVB

1912.

Kroenlg, New Mexico; Everett Rogers, Spanish bull fighter; J. E. Young,
Spanish bull fighter; Mrs. L. Unrig,
Light as a Feather
1847 girl; Jessie Cook, Oriental girl;
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of Eva Cook, circus ridwr; Mrs. S. J. TifALARM CLOCKS FOR EVERYBODY
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
S.
J. Tiffany,
fany, country kid;
country kid; Ray Atkins, bull fighter;
Hairing Powder Biscuits made by this
.90
Sunrise
recipe are so far ahead of ordinary baBen Solano, coon; Frank Solano,,
king powder biscuits that, if once tried, Japanese; Petra Hayes, Indian girl;
$1.60
Spasmodic,
you will never use any other recipe.
H. Mayes, Indian; Isabel Cutler, coTry it the next time you ran short of
S1.3S
Sunbeam,
bread. Save this recipe.
lonial girl; Mrs. Maude Booth, lettuce
29
Junior Tattoo,
$1.75
girl; Mrs. A. T- Sena, pumpkin girl;
Frank Guerin, Italian bear keeper;
$2.70
Eight Day,
Pablo Ulibarri, bear; Harry Lorenzen,
W. Marcott, Japanese;
Japanese;
Gladys Raymond, shepneruess; F. B.
Glbbs, Spanish Cavalier; Emtlio
hobo; Madeline Corgan, daisy;
OPTICIAN
AND
JEWELER
Mildred Berthard, spoony kid; Rica
Coors, half man and half woman;
C Baking1 Powder Biscuits
NEW
Zella Wohlbach, Buster Brown; Minto ft cup ihort-eninThree cups flour;
nie Keyes, Cupid; Otnella Melgard,
3 level tcaspoonuls K C Baking
Pow?er; about 1 cup milk or water; I flower girl; Edith Mllner, Bohemian
girl; C. P. Trumbull, Yama Yama; t
teaspoonful salt.
Sift three times, the flour, salt and S. Losey, Yama Yama; Donald Hart,
baking powder. Work into the flour the blue domino; Orin Blood, pink dom-shortening, using lard or butter for ino; Ruth Long, jocsey girl; Mrs. E.
shortening. Then mix to a very soft C.
Long, night; Mrs. C. '1. Parley,
dough with the milk. The softer the
biscuit enters the oven, the lighter it gypsy; C. T. Farley, red ciown; Bill
comes out. Never knead baking powder
Cullen, Eagle; Mrs. Heinle Mohr, cobiscuits; press the dough into shape and
roll lightly. Cut in small shapes and lonial lady; Heinle Mohr, pink domDistributing
bake on a sheet or very shallow pan in
ino; Bert Kenny, red domino; Nick
Agents
WAGONS
a hot oven. In placing biscuit9 in the Cordova, dry farmer; Pete Clddio, dry
well
pans place
apart, not allowingedges farmer woman; Manuel Henrlquez,
to touch. Small biscuits are better than
large ones. Large biscuits do not have clown; Dr. J. D. Hess, red cross; Mrs.
the proper amount of time to raise and L. B. Manus, butterfly; L. B. Manus,
bake.
black prince; John McQuire, Jack
Have you seen the new K C Cook's Book?
IMPLEMENTS
Johnson; O. It. Warn, Jack Johnson;
Brimful of appetizing recipes that simply must
be successful every time If the few simple direcDick Gree.i, Jack Johnson; Charles
tions are carefully followed. You would gladly
Jack Johnson; Wadspay 50 cents for this valuable book, yet we send
McCandless,
it absolutely free upon receipt of the colored cerworth, reman; C. L. Buhler, butcher;
tificate packed in every
of K C Baking
Powder. Jaques Mko. Co., Chicago. Small
Dan I.urkes, Buster Brown; Miss C.
SADDLES
VEHICLES
cans do not have Cook's Book certificates.
Full Line of
Norman, Yama Yama; Mrs. J. H.
SEEDS
HARNESS
Vaughn, Yama Yama; Frank Jones,
prize, box of cigars, by T. j. Raywood, cowboy;
Etta Jones, Spearmint;
Frank Guerln and Pablo Ulibarri.
Frank Crespin, guard; Manuel
Most
ludicrous cosjume Ladles'
convict; Ben Lopez, convict;
N. M.
first prize, Mexican drawnwork lunch Fidel Herrera, convict; Leopoldo Mon-toycloth, by O. Maloof, Mrs. Peter Ciddlo;
convict.
ladies' second prize. Imported silk
scarf by Graaf Dry Goods company,
Palcido Abeytia; men's first prize, box
Holeproof hose by Hoffman and Grau-bartNick Cordova; men's second
Capital Paid in
Surplus
prize, box cigars by Charles Green-clay- ,
Lee Crites.
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
Most appropriate costume Ladies'
first prize, Navajo blanket by Charles
I If eld
company, Qoldie Savage; ladies'
second prize, chatelaine by Baeharach
men's first
Brothers, Mary Nicol;
H
J. M. CUNNINQHAM. President
tlOSKINS, Caihltr.
PRANK SPRINGER,
prize, bronze alarm clock by Stern &
Nahm, Mr. Wadsworth; men's second
prize, pair of kid gloves by Hub
Clothing company, Arthur Rogers.
Best dancers Ladies' first prize,
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
hand painted vase by Rosenthal Furniture company, Miss u. Norman; ladies' second prize, bone back brush
and comb set by Red Cross Drug company, Mrs. ;a. BUedg; Men's first
prize, pair Crossett shoes by B.
& Son, Harry Lorenzen; men's
second prize, leather collar box by
Boston Clothing company, Joe
Stock,

tieth annual Washington's Birthday
masquerade and carnival ball of the
E. Romero HOse and Fire company.
The number of persons present totaled considerably over 1,300. The
number of maskers on the floor was
1L'7, nearly twice the number
that
participated in the frolic last year
and more than in any previous masquerade ever given in las Vegas. The
costumes were highly elaborate and
many of them were strikingly original.
It was the most handsomely dressed
company of revelers that has ever
sathered In the Duncan theater.
Among the more Btrlklng costumes
woman.
was that of the half man-hal- f
When viewed from one side the character undoubtedly was a man, for
"it" wore trousers, coat and vest and
derby hat. When viewed from the
aother side the character undoubtedly
was a woman for "W wore skirts,
waist and a woman's hat. One side
of the face was bearded while the
other was smooth. The efect was ludicrous and bewildering.
Other interesting costumes were
those of the dry farmers. These were
made of wheat and oats, giving the
wearer the appearance of a moving
ico.
shock of grain. The Kodak fiend with
A. A. Jones returned yesterday af- his coat covered with photographs and
ternoon on late train No. 10 from San a camera for a hat was interesting
ta Fe where he had been on legal and amusing. The spoony gin, whose
business and to attend the reunion of dress of black was covered with
Scottish Rite Masons.
shining spoons, made an attractive apMr. and Mrs. Fred Geyer came In pearance. The rose girl was dainty
yesterday afternoon from their home and pretty, as was tne daisy girl. An
Mr. Italian and his performing bear were
In Springer on a short visit
Geyer was formerly a resident of Las realistic. But it would be impossible
Vegas and is now In the drug business to attempt to describe ttie many comin Springer.
ical, beautiful and original costumes.
The auditorium was beautifully decIke Badharach returned last night
from an extended trip to New York orated. American nags and bunting
and other cities In the far east. While were in profusion anu rea, white and
east Mr. Baeharach purchased spring blue electrics In streamers across the
and summer stock, fori the store of room added attractiveness to the
scene. Around the edges of the balBaeharach Brothers.
L C. Fortune, stenographer for the cony the colort of me E. Romeros',
chief clerk in the superintendent's of- - white and yellow, were festooned,
Nu
TfcS, has resigned his position In the over a background or bunting.
of
merous
designs
many
will
pennants
leave
and
the
of
Santa
9s
employ
this evening for Elf Paso. Mr. For- were used to advantage.
The jury box in the balcony was re
tune Is to he succeeded by J. E. Tate
served for the use of
of Kansas City.
W.
Mrs. E. R. Russell has returned from W. J. Mills, Mayor (joonaii, Harry
Best juvenile character under 14
an extended trip In the southern Kelly and other frienas oi the hose
commit
and
the
inspection
company
years Girls' first prize, pound box
states. Mr. Russell did not return,
viewed of candy by Potter, Helen Rogers and
their
with
ladies,
tee.
These
as he was called to Florida by the
illness of his father, while en route to the ball from the prettily decorated Narcella Cutler; boys' prize, camera
by Bally, Metropolitan theater band,
Las Vegas. Mr. Russell's father, H. L box.
The king and queen or the ball consisting of Frank Roberts, Palo Ros
Russell, died Tuesday, the day followwere crowned wltn mucn ceremony. enthal, Max Ilfeld, Carl lifeld, Her-ing Mr. Russell's arrival In Florida.
There was much speculation as to the man Baeharach.
Cake walk Cake by Graaf & Hay- ITALY WANTS TRIPOLI.
dentity of this attractive couple, who
.
Rome, Feb. 23.) AJbBolute ITJtallan presided at the festivities with be ward, Thomas Truder ana bam
tho
was
until
not
It
sovereignty over Tripoli and the pass- coming grace.
The maskers present and the char
age bill, annexing the South African general unmasking, however, that
state were recommended in a report their names were learned and their acters represented by them are as fol
presented to the chamber of deputies royal majesties were discovered to lows: Mrs. T. J. Smith, Italian bride;
by Fernando Martini, former govern- be Lieutenant Alb rt E. Hayward and Miss Isabel Armijo, night; Mrs. Storz,
or of the Italian colony of Eritrea, to- Miss Marie Mann.
night; Leo Regensberg, chanticler;
Dr. H. S. Clarence Leonard and Sydney Regens
Charles
Mrs.
on
Greenclay,,
of
a
committee
behalf
appointday
Van Petten and Miirard W. Browne berg, basketball twins; John Morton,
ed to consider annexation.
The discussion of ?rie bill began at consented to act as judges, rtiis was Mary Jane; Thomas Lamb, camera
once. Baron Sidney Sonnino, former no easy task, as the profusion of cos- fiend; Emil Moye, basketball girl; Ed
premier, declared his intention to tumes and characters was great. The Atterbery, Flip; Alfonso Trujillp,
vote for the measure, but reserved decisions were recewed witn applause monkey; Fred Roberts, clown; Herthe right to examine the action of the which showed that they had met the man Baeharach, clown; Max Ilfeld,
thorough approval of the crowd. The clown; Carl ilfeld, slown; Palo Rosengovernment.
dance was the occasion ot a great thal, clown; Ellen May Rogers, Little
Alfred
TN HAITI.
REBELLION
Rogers, rosy
gathering of Las Vegas people and Pocahontas;
funccheeked school girl; Bessie Nisson,
Cape Haiti en, Haiti, Feb. 23. It is was one of the enjoyable social
rumored here that revolutionaries tions of the winter. The firemen as- Turk; Olive Nisson, buttercups; Arwere repulsed in an attack on Monte sert that it was as successful finan- thur Rogers, new state of New MexChristi, leaving several wounded. cially as It was socially. They are ico; Rose Lujan, soldier Doy; EUra
Communication fron Mome Christi grateful to their friends for the as- Luj'an, Italian girl; Charles Minium,
with other points on the island has sistance and patronage given.
Jew peddler; J. R. Baker, Indian
Prizes were awarded as follows: chief; Mercedes Cordova, Russian;
been suspended for several days and
the revolution has been spreading rap- King, calling cards by Optic, Ted
Lucas Gallegos, old maid; Maude RusOnion
or
Christi
Monte
Queen,
carnations,
Perry
idly. The province
sell, gypsy; Ora Patrick, mermaid;
virtually, is occupied hry tht rebels. A & Son, Miss Marie Mann.
Roy Lynch, fireman; Lucy Trambley,
20
in
Handsomest costume Ladies' .first Colonial girl; Louis Trambley, sailor;
fight occurred on February
which the government troops lost 40 prize, hand bag by Robert J. Taupert, Lucinda Ciddio, duchess; lxlita CldMrs. H. P. Browne; ladies' second dio, duke; Gladys Douglas, gypsy;
killed and many wounded.
Ernest
Columbia;
prize, pair of Ultra shoes by E. Ros- Mary Nichol,
en wald & Son, Miss Othella Melgard; Guerln, black diamond ; Miguel Galin-dre- ,
RECOVERING
HUMPERDINCK
black diamond; Lee Crites, IrishBerlin, Feb. 23. Professor Engel-bur- t Men's first prize, leather suit case by
Humperdlhck, the musical com- M. Danziger & Company, Ernest man; Elsie Freeman, Bailor girl;
poser, whose recent serious illness Guerln; men's second prize, desk set Mary Wadsworth, sailor girl; Ethel
caused anxiety, is Improving. He is by Baeharach Brothers, F. S. Glbbs.
Buhler, maid; Goldle Savage, Liberty;
Best acted character Ladies first Elsie Mitchell, American girl; Joe
able to walk about In his house, but
one hand still is paralyzed.
prize, trimmed hat by Mrs. Wallis, Elledge, Santa Fe conductor; Dolores
Peter Clddio; ladles' second prize, Ulibarri, gypsy; Placido Abeyta, old
NOW IS HARVEST TIME
chlmayo blanket by Appel Brothers, fashioned girl; Hazel Bell, Scotch
But you must keep your chicken Mrs. S. J. Tiffany; men's first prize, girl; Bessie Clark, Mary Jane; Clyde
yard supplied with Granite Grit at cigar case by' Winters Drug company, Jones, Mexican; Jonn Rudulph, taxi
for 25 cents oyster shell Charles Minium; men's second prize, girl; Eva Jones, Spanish girl; Mrs.
10 pounds
at 8 pounds for 25 cents, ground bone box of El Arabe cigars by Saul Rosen- Joe Elledge, gypsy, Mrs. H. P. Browne,
at 5 pounds for 25 cents, Chick Food thal, Ed Atterbury.
green and red girl; Thomas Truder,
Most original characters
Ladles' Jack Johnson; Sam Greenberger, ne5 pounds for 25 centa, Poultry Powder in 25 cent packages, lice killer at first prize, electric Iron by Las Vegas gro lady; Lena Pishburn, the hatchet;
China eggs at 25 Light and Power company, Rica Mrs. H. Quigley, poppy; Mary Cole25 cents a can.
cents a dozen, Millet seed at 6 pounds Coors; ladies' second prize, dozen pho- man, Shamrock; Bessie Willey, sailor
--tor SS
cents, oats, hay, wheat, straw, tographs by Tooker, Mildred Ber- - girl; Mrs. W. H. Coleman, card girl;
.t uuc
e tn
i
i
i
u, xv i thard; men's first prize, pipe by O. M. Jessie Bell, swastika; Ruby Barnes,
COm, Druu, UUU1W, tfw.,
8. Ward, Thomas Lamb; men's second Turk; Mrs.
Main
8. Keyes, Puritan; J.
aill ftsjlll fltnrr Telephone
v

Honey in Stockings
iwo versions- -

23,

BIG MASQUERADE Baking Powder Biscuits

-

O. A. Larrazolo returned last night
from a short business trip to Albu
querque and Santa Fe.
W. M, Miller arrived last night from
his home in Albuuerque on a short
business trip to Las Vegas.
Mrs. E. W. Hart returned this afternoon from an extended visit with
friends and relatives in Ohio.
Mrs. Burt Kelly will leave Sunday
en an extended viBlt with friends and
relatives In Kansas and ColoradoC. F. Hortensteln, cashier of the
Rank of Springer, came In yesterday
afternoon from his home on business.
Colonel D. E.
Anthony, a well
known attorney of Washington, D. C.,
is in Las Vegas on a short business
trip.
W. R. Smythe, good roads engineer,
left this morning for the convict roart
camp in GaJlinas canyon on a trip
"f inspection.
Miss Mlra Screeton, who has been
tn Las Vesas some time visl'lng
friends, left last night for her home
In Decatur, 111.
J. E. Tate arrived yesterday from
his home In Kansas City. Mr. Tate
will enter the employ of the Santa Fe
In Superintendent Myers' office.
Wiley Coulen, who hag been in Las
Vegas several days purchasing supplies, returned to his ranch In the
Red River district this morning.
Dr. J. D. Hess returned last night
from Santa Fe where he had been In
attendance at the eighth reunion of
the Scottish Rite Masons of New Mex

FRIDAY,

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right!, but' in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only afprotection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of tinadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacture
may have in them, he has nqt enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
--

It Always

Pays

to Buy

Advertised

Goods

LAS VEGA8 DAILY OPTIC,
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malning ten minutes

you, wnem

on

we're got this whole anthem to learn?
Yon sit down and listen and the rest

of you get busy now I"
He straightened out the music and
lifted his hands to strike the first
chord.

Learning die

Anthem
"Say, will you play this solo part
(over for met" asked tbe tenor, as he
(tastily threw off his hat and overcoat
and placed his music in front of the
"Just give mo my pitch,
(Organist.

Wlease."

"You're nearly
alf an hour late and we've got to set
rough all these hymns, besides the
nthem. You should have come ear- er " He closed the music in front
f him.
"Grouch!" muttered the tenor, as he
ook the music and sat down with the
plied the organist.

3t of the choir.
"Say," he whispered to the soprano,
"if we dou't get a new organist pretty
Boon they'll have to get a new tenor.
I'm tired of being sat upon by that
le'..ov.-.-

"Weil, but you know, we do have to
practica the anthem," said the soprano, "and what's the use of our sitting here, listening to your solo, when
we ra'ght as well be yetting real practice donet"
The tenor moved over nearer the
(bass and muttered his grievance.
"Yes," agreed the bass, "he sure Is
Ithe llmiL Why, I called him up the
krther night and asked him to come out
and play over some of my songs Just
a little social call, you know. Well,
be snapped out that he charged $5 an
hour for accompanying people." The
(bass relapsed into bitter thoughts.
"Well, what did you expect?" asked
Hhe soprano. "Did you think he would
pro out simply to practice with you, for
the mere pleasure of it? I'd have
Charged ten, I assure you."
"Come on, now. If you're going to
practice," ordered the organist bellig"Now, follow your music, and
erently.
11
come In on the first beat" He
flayed the opening chords.
"What on earth's tho matter?" he
lesclaimed, disgustedly. "Why don't
Ijou come In? There are four beats,
and on the fifth every one of you
come In. Now, try again, and eee If
jou can count four." Again he played
Ithe chords.
"Oh, Just a minute," Interrupted the
Toprano, "What is my note? I never
C&n get the tight pitch. Hit my note
when you play the opening chord
louder than the rest, will you?" She
beamed upon the organist
"Now, see here!" exclaimed the organist. "I gave every one of you a
copy of this thing to practice at
fcoir.e. You all ought to know It like
your own names. I can't play one
note louder than another In the first
chord! Do you suppose my playing
doesn't matter at all, just so you peo-jpl- e
do Just as little work as you can?"
jand he turned to the organ.
"Oh, well, If vou don't want to be
(obliging!" The soprano's voice waa
SJcornful.

The bass and the tenor laughed.
"Serves her right," said the tenor, sot-Itvoce, "for siding with him in the
(first place.
"Njw, one, two, three, four, sing!"
counted the organist at the top of his
luiii-j- ,
as he played the chords once

o

more.
An awful crash of voices rent the
Ir The organist flung out his hands
In dismay. "Now, what la the matter?" he thundered.
"I believe that waa my fault," mur-

mured the little contralto. "I was
(thinking this waa another anthem
that I know by heart, and I started to
ing that! I don't believe I know this
cne. I wasn't here last Sunday. Yes,
irou mailed me a copy, but I didn't
fcave time to go over it Won't you
please play my part over a couple of
times? Then I'll know It and we'll
jet along all right All the others
Snow their parts." She stepped up to
(the organ confidently.
"It is now ten minutes of 9," said
Ithe organist looking at his wtach.
"Just fifty minutes of our hour are up,
land at 9 : 15 I have an engagement. Do
trou suDDOse that I can waste the re- -

r

TO

HONOR

JOHN PAUL JONES

Magnificent Memorial to Revolutionary Hero Will Be Erected In

Washington,

D. C.

There is a great deal of humanity
axle grease.
Paint is the cheapest known Insurance against general decay and loss.
Tbe best fertilizer for asparagus is
horses.
rotted manure from grain-feMuch care should be taken in selecting seed corn for next year's gar(a

d

den.

Asparagus Is a heavy feeder, and
will stand all the manure you can
spare.
A lighted lantern held between the
feet under the robes means comfort
on a cold day.
Plow or spade the garden late this
fall, leaving the surface rough, and
plow or spade next spring.
Cut and burn all the asparagus tops
PAUL JOflCS
JTATUl-to destroy disease and give the bed
Photo by Cllnedinst. Washington. D. C.
a thick dressing of stable manure.
Thoroughly clean and whitewash memorial to the man who was most
the inside of the hen house and it will feared at sea by the British during
the colonies' struggle for freedom. In
be lighter and cleaner during the enthe design of the statue Is depicted
tire winter.
Jones' resolute character by tbe firmFour or five thicknesses of newspaper cut to fit the bottoms of the ness of the mouth, tbe clutching of
overshoes will keep out a tremendous his sword and the clinching of his
amount of cold.
right hand by his side, the ensemble
Plenty of sunlight in and around the being intended to represent his attifruit is what gives a "classy" finish tude on tbe evening of September 23,
to the fruit, and makes It sell at the 1779, when the battle between the
Bon Homme Richard, Jones' flagship,
top of the market.
British
and and the Serapls, a powerful
Locate vines of bitter-swewas impending off tbe coast
warship,
that
to
wish
you
grapes
fruiting
of Flamborough.
move from the woods to that porch
or arbor next spring.
To secure the best results tbe. MOTOR BUSES COLLECT MAIL
speed of the separator must be uniform and up to the standard required Three Large Machine
Are Being
for the make of the separator used.
Used In Washington by the
During winter the drinking vessels
Postoffice Department.
must be emptied each evening; it Is
much easier to do that than to break
In Washington a new departure in
a solid cake of ice In them the next
collecting and distributing mall was
morning.
when the
Storm-door- s
and windows, particu- Inaugurated recently in service three
department put
west
of
and
on
north
sides
the
larly
large motor buses, each one capable
the house, will pay for themselves of
carrying ten letter carriers with
very soon in the saving of fuel, but perfect ease and comfort.
don't fail to provide plenty of ventiPostmaster General Hitchcock, who
lation.
Is determined that Washington shall
have every facility for the most
mail service, originated the idea
Flowers Have Eyes.
of the use of the motor buses.
Many common garden and wild flowThey will be operated 16 bours a
ers the nasturtium, begonia, clover, day and have already not only demonwood sorrel and bluebell among oth- strated that they will land the carers possess eyes on their leaves. riers on their routes about fifteen
Moreover, these eyes In their prin- minutes earlier than heretofore, but
ciple of construction resemble those they are ably taking care of collecof animals. They consist of minute tions and delivery in sections of the
protuberances filled with a transpar- city where the carriers were handient, gummy substance, which focuses capped before.
the rays of light on a sensitive patch
The postmaster general (s very well
of tissue. The nasturtium has thou- satisfied with the work being done,
sands of eyes on its leaves, and these and it is not unlikely that all the
form as many Images of the surroundpostal delivery districts of Washinging object. While flowers have eyes, ton will eventually be furnished with
however, It does not follow that they motor vehicles.
can see. It is not known whether or
Motor bus service am an aid in cutnot the sense impressions are transdown the time necessary for carting
mitted to some nerve centers corre- riers and collectors to reach their
sponding to the brain of animals.
routes Is being seriously considered
Harper's Weekly.
by a number of postmasters in the
larger cities. The new service inaugurated in Washington is being
watched with interest by postoffice
authorities and its continued success
may mean a reversal of present de
livery conditions.
Or-JOH-

post-offic- e

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

RETAIL PRICES
Mere, Eaeh Delivery

tOM lbs Eaeh Delivery
to 1,00 lbs laoti Delivery
to got lbs, Eseh Delivery
Each Delivery

20s per IBS Is.
26 per 10s lbs.
too per 1M I be
40o per IBS lb.
Me par 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and

Lstfo

Nearly every little girl longs to
cook something all by herself, If It
Is only candy, or chestnuts over the
nursery fire, and too often those responsible for tbelr care, afraid of
burned fingers and spoiled
frocks,
postpone the first cookery lessen until
the girl has time fully taken up with
tbe many interests that have been
opened out to the modern school girl,
and no longer wants to learn how to
cook.
How the little girl may take the
first steps In the art of good cooking Is told simply and clearly. In language that could be understood by
every child, In a new cookery book,
which appears on the shelves of one
of the big bookshops.
Parents confronted by the usual
problem of the birthday present may
take a hint from the book. From father there came to the little girl who
appears as the heroine of this cookery
romance a little white oilcloth-coveretable on casters, which could be pushed under the big kltcher table when
it was not being used. Three nice
pinafores, with sleeve and ruffle bibs,
were her grandmother's
present
sauce-panShiny new patty-panbowls, an eggbeater and a toasting
fork were her aunt's contribution,
and from her mother there was a little cookery book made out of her own
cookery book, and containing all the
cimple, easy things that can be made
by the little girl cook.
Early breakfast dishes, luncheon
and supper recipes, easy entrees,
sauces, cakes and sweets make up the
contents of the book, which should
prove a very welcome present to a
little woald-bcook.
s,

s,

e

Qualities of Which Have Made Las
mous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

s

Veg-a-

Left-Over-

Time honored and hoary Jests about
hash are still told, but, as a matter of
fact, nothing more agreeable to the
palate of man was ever invented. In
respect to hash, it may be said that a
necessity has been the parent of a
pleasure, but this Is true only when
the concoction is well made. People
often have an idea that because a
thing is simple no care in its preparation is required, and this Is the reason that potatoes and beans and soup
are so often poorly made by the very
persons who can cook a fine Christmas
dinner. The common and indispensable hash suffers from this carelessness,
for too often it Is but some dried up
meat, indifferently hacked at and only
lukewarm. Hash can be made from
dry meat, but only If some substitute
is found for the natural juices which
are lacking. Butter and suet grease
should be added to beef bash, olive oil
and a little garlic to lamb, and a beaten egg to thicken. Soup stock or water in which vegetables have oeen
cooked should be used to moisten the
mixture, instead of the plain water,
which gives a flat taste.
German Waffles.
One quail flour, one half teaspoon

salt, three tablespoons sugar, two
large teaspoons baking powder, two
tablespoons lard, rind of one lemon,
grated; one teaspoon extract of cinnamon, four eggs and one pint thin
cream. Sift together flour, fcugar, salt
Most Beautiful Temple.
and
rub In lard cold;, add
Washington, D. C. is to have the beatenpowder;
eggs, lemon rind, extract, and
most beautiful Masonic temple In the milk. Mix
Into smooth, rather thick
world. Tbe laying of the cornerstone batter.
Bake In hot waffle iron,
Scottish
Rite
$2,000,000
of the
temple serve with
sugar flavored with exwith solemn Masonic ceremonies, oc- tract of lemon.
curred recently. The occasion was
made notable by the presence of the
entire supreme council of Scottish
Eggless Plum Pudding.
Rite Masons of the southern
One cup bread crumbs, two cups
with
together
large delega- flour, one cup suet chopped fine, one
tions from Virginia, Maryland, Penn- cup raisins, seeded, 1
cups sugar,
sylvania. Delaware, New Jersey and 1
cups sweet milk, one tablespoon
Coumlb'.a.
of
District
the
soda, level, one teaspoon cloves, one
Five thousand participated la the teaspoon cinnamon,
pound citron.
big parade through the city of Six- Boil six hours. After it begins to boll
teenth and S streets northwest, where well, keep on a slow, steady boil.
the new temple Is to be erected and
where the ceremonies of the day were
Brown Bread Sandwiches.
held.
The Masonic rite of laying the corTake grated tart raw apple, mix
nerstone was performed according to with cream cheese and season with
ancient usage by Grand Master J. salt and pepper. Spread between thin
Claude Helper of the District of slices of brown bread.
Rev. Richard Pardee WilColumbia.
liams, canon of tbe Episcopal catheFritters.
dral of SB. Peter and Paul, proOne egg, one cup milk, a little salt,
nounced the benediction. The musical
features of the program were fur- two teaspoons Indian meal, one cup
nished by tbe Scottish Rite choir of flour; last of all, add two heaping
teaspoons ot baking powder.
St Louis.
urisdiction,

is,

GOOD WORK NOW BEING DONE
BY PUBLIC SCHOOL8.

i

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing

Loss Than M lbs

0PTICI

THE

I

i

LOBuk

THE

SHORT ORDERS AND SFCL t.

SOCIETY

1 1

RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash in advance preferred.

OPTIC'S NUMBER,

MAIN

AM BUSINESS

Lktt

DINNER

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

LODGE

NO. 2, A. F. A

M.

,

2.

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120

RANSFORD

Wanted
WANTED

Experienced girl for gen
era! housework. 520 Washington.

For--

n

AND

B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second sag
fourth Tuesday evening of easy
Regular commonth at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
munication first and
brothers are cordially invited. Gee
third Thursday in each
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
month. Visiting broth- 1 era cordially Invited.
Condon, Secretary.
t
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
NO. 804.
Meets second and fonrta
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
building. Visiting members are cer
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K
dially
Tues
second
conclave
ular
Mack-!- ,
F. 8.
E.
P.
day in each month at Ma
D.
C.
m.
sonic Temple at 7:80 p.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, 8. C; Chas. Tamme. Re
Meet in the forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the Worii
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vtau-inin
eacii
tion first Monday
neighbors are especially welmonth at Masonic Temcome
and cordially invited.
M.
R.
m.
7:80
p.
ple, at
Williams, H. P.; P. A.
DENTISTS.
Brinegar, Secretary.

CHAPMAN

A.

COLUMN!

atsTa IIKAl T

BEST GOODS

THE

PantT

room.

FARM NOTES.

Everything Made at Home.

it, toor

23, 191$.

COOKS

d

CHAS. LEWIS

1,006 Ike,
206 lbs.
50

YOUNG

FEBRUARY

Memory of John Paul Jones, naval
hero of tbe revolutionary war, la to
In the Work
"Oh, say, well never learn this one," be honored by the erection of a Girls Tske Great Delight
and the Resourcefulness and
said the bass. "Let's try over one of statue at tbe north entrance to PotoSkill Shown Evokes Adthe old ones, and take this one up for mac park In Washington.
miration From Elders.
next week. The people won't know
The monument for which congress
the difference, and we'll murder this has appropriated $50,000. is a fitting
one if we try to sing It"
Although cookery books come In
"Let's!" eagerly assented the conrapid succession so fast. Indeed, that
it would take a good-sizetralto.
library to
house them instead of the modest lit"Oh, yes, let's!" said the soprano
tle shelf that formerly sufficed for the
and the bass, In one voice.,
literature of the cuisine the require"All right," agreed the organist
ments of the child cook have been
"Pick out what you please. I've got
somewhat overlooked.
to go now. Let me know what you're
One of the most popular features of
going to sing." He Jumped into his
the public school exhibitions held each
overcoat and departed.
"Bear!" hissed the soprano as the
year Is the demonstration held by the
little girl cooks from the cooking
door slammed.
classes. The leading chefs of the day
are invariably to be found In the front
Different Viewpoints.
ranks on these occasions, and are loud
Old Lady There is one thing I noIn their admiration of the little girls'
man
tice particularly about that young
skill
and resourcefulness.
who calls to see you. He seems to
Not tbe least pelasing feature of
have an Inborn instinctive respect for
these displays is the evident delight
woman. He treats every woman as
of the children in their work. Yorka
though she were a being from higher
shire puddings are whisked with a
sphere, to be approached only with
will, pastry Is proudly rolled out on
the utmost delicacy and deference.
the floured board and the nicely
Yes,
Granddaughter (sweet 18)
browned meat taken out of the oven
Leal
Four
he's horribly bashfuL
with a grand flourish that arouses
Clover.
the envy of every other child In the

TAILOR FOR MEN

tyOOQ

MAKING

FRIDAY,

Grand

Rent

avenue

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoss
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

A HUNKER

Chester

A.

Hunk

NO.
1,
LODGE
Attorneys at Law.
FOR RENT Well furnished front EL DORADO
PYTHIAS
Meets Las Vegas,
New Mexles,
KNIGHTS
OF
room. Inquire 322 Grand avenue.
every Monday evening in Castle Hall.
FOR RENT 5 room hotise on hill,
PHYSICIANS
Visiting Knights are
electric lights, good location, rent
Invited.
cordially
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
cheap. Phone Purple 5301 or WestChas. E. Liebsoh-nleern Union Telegraph company.
1 1 o
Physician and Surgeon
n
c
e
Cha
r
I treat all kinds of diseases,
but
Commander.
Harry
FOR RENT 2 room furnished house.
a
n
nose
make
of
ear,
eye,
specialty
Martin, Keeper of
P21 Lincoln avenue.
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
r,

Vegas

fvpr Sato

NO.
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday night at
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev- 8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
FOR SALE Choice setting Plymouth

FRATERNAL

Rock and White Wyandotte eggs.
1030 Fifth street. Oscar E- Buroh.
J.
-

NOTICE

OF SALE

State of New Mexico
In the District Court
Tounty of San Miguel.
Charles Ilfeld Company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

No.7366.

342.

Office:

5064 Grand Avenue.
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
LOCAL

TIME

EAST

CARD

BOUND

Arrive

No.
E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 545,
No.
I. O. of B, B.
Meets every first
No.

Tuesday of the month in the vestry No.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers arej
Isaac Appel,
invited
cordir.Hy
No.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec No.
retary.
No.

9:10 p. m.
4. . .11:06 p m
8.. . 1:16 a. m
10.. . 1:45 p. in
2

.

p. m.
a. m
p. m.

WEST BOUND
1:46
1:20 p. m
6:15
6:10 a. m

1

3
7

Depart
p. n

9:15
11:10
1:25
2:10

..4:40

No. 9

p. m
6:35 p. m

p. jb.
p. m.
4:50 p. n
7:00 p. m

Louis Stern, Defendant
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Notice Is hereby given that by virMeet in Fraternal
Brotherhood
tue of an execution, issued out of and
First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David Tb; t was the
case with Mrs. W. S
under the seal of the above named
of
and
collector
records
Flint, chief
Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife wai;
court upon a Judgment rendered and
of wampum.
Visiting brother al taken down with a sever attack of
docketed in said court ca the 6th day
which run into bronchitis. She
wyas velcome.
of February, A. D. 1912, in an ctlon
coughed as though she had consumption and could not sleep at night. The
wherein the above named Charles
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
I.
O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Compound
company was plaintiff and the
gavo her so much relief
1.
above named Louis Stern was defend
Meets every Monday evening at that she continued using it until she
ants, in favor of the said plaintiff and
their ba'l on Sixth street. All visit- was permanently cured." O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Co.
the
said
defendant for the
against
ing brethren cordially invited to Atsum of Nlnetttn Hundreds Seventy five
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
0
and
($1975.22) Dollars, which
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, case of kidney or bladder trouble not
tbe reach of medicine. No
execution was directed and delivered
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; beyond
medicine can do more. O. G. Schae-fe- r
to me, the undersigned, as sheriff in
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
and for the said county of San Miguel, I have levied upon the stock of
merchandise of the said defendant
T.uois Stern, with which he was conducting business on National street
in the City of Las Vegas, in said
county and state, the object of said
suit being the enforcement of an ac
count stated between the said plaintiff
and defendant, I, the undersigned,
sheriff as aforesaid, will Bell the
above described personal property
consisting of groceries, drugs, dry
PHONE MAUN 227
gods, hats, shoes, clothing, notions,
horse and wagon, feed and accounts
owing said defendant, to the highest
bidder, for cash, at public auction at
the Hilario Romero building, situated
on the northeast corner of the Plaza
in the Town of Las Vegas, in the
County of San Miguel and State of
New Mexico, on the Sixth day of
April, A. D. 1912, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon of said day to satisfy the
saUd execution, together with
the
costs of this sale. That the amount
to be satisfied Is the principal of said
Judgment and costs, amounting to
Nineteen Hundred Eighty-siand
0
Dollars, together with the sum
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
of Nineteen and
amonf al
Dollars being
of
those
who MIGHT BUY-- the
particular thins; is worth most.
the intertst on the said principal
sum of said Judgment to the said 6th
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someday of April, the date of said sale.
one who reads the ads. in ihis newspaper and
would never
Dated Las Vegas, New Mexico,
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
February 13th, 1912.
II-f-

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders

x

0

ROMAN GALLEGOS,

Sheriff of San Miguel County.
For a sprain you will find Chamberlain's Liniment excellent. It allays the pain, removes the soreness,
and soon restores the parts to a
healthy condition. 25 and 50 cent
bottles for sale by all dealers.

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books,
automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefuluess
of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers of al!
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders'of
tbe
best markets!

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

YEA, VERILY

grv ater glory and profit to tbe I'nlted

THE

hotel advertisement
from indenend-- '
ence, Missouri, all of the advertiseThe following recommendation of ments are legal notices. The four
the secretary cf war to congress nat- pages are filled wiUi
ediurally made the blood of he editor, torials, the only ntvs item being that
W. G. Kephart, boil and bubble over: at a "very fine and select ball" given
"By the last census, tb total popu-lat'n- by one of the prominent citizens, "the
of New Mexico, exclusive of large flag lately made by order of the
wild Indians, is (in round numbers) governor" was cut and mutilated by
61,000, souls, including what Is now an American hater and made "unfit
Arizona and southern Colorado, and for further use."
Its whole real estate is estimated, at
That the editor was a pessimist and
(In round numbers)
$2,700,000. To had a grouch, la apparent from the
effusion: "New Mexico
protect this small population we are following
compelled to maintain a larze mill- - among possessions of the United
o
States Is 'the Mack sheep' ot the
tary f0rcftj at an annual expense
to h4lf
iy q,
wholej flock. She has been basely neglected
vtliw ot
real estate of the territory.
Vould and is ignominlously suffering under
t not be better to induce the inhabi-delTin- the Whigs. A moral, mental and phystanta to abandon a country which ical destitution overclouds this terriseems hardly fit for the habitation of tory, enveloping it in a mantle of
civilized man, by remunerating them misery and depravity that baffles all
for their property, in money or in attempts to accurately describe; while
thousands of citizens know not what
lands stuated In more favorable
gions? Even if the government paid form of government they are living
for the property quintuple its value, under. What has the Whig adminisit would still, merely on the score of tration done for us? Ask, and the
economy, be largely the gainer by the snowcapped mountains towering far
transaction ; and the troops now sta above the 'scenes of misery and op
tioned In New Mexico would be avail- pressinn taking place at their base,
able for the protection of other parts will roll down their thundering and
of our own and of the Mexican terri- uniform response, Nothing! Ask, and
the deserted and lonely valleys will
tory."
The Gazette complains that all of unite In one dismal and united re-

State.

long-winJe- d

HAVE

TIMES

n

c HANGED
NEW MEXICAN DIGS UP ANCIENT
WHICH
CONNEWSPAPER
TAINS QUEER THINGS
j

That

times have changed
n bv 016

in

New

fowing

ar- -

from tne San
F New Mexican, whocn has been
into the past with persistent
regularity since the first of the year:
A perusal of the Santa Fe Weekly
Gazette of today 5H years ago, publish- ed by William Drew, once a week at
cents a copy, emphasises the fact
Manses even here in
that Urne
New Mexico, but tnat nevertheless,
human nature and fundamental condi- tiona remain the same. The Gazette
for Instance, makes a furious onslaught on "The Hie Bug of AlbuquerColonel
qna' incidentally roasting
Sumner, for taking the military headquarters from Santa Pe to the Duke
City. The Gazette hands him the fol- lowing bouquet: "Certain it Is, he has
held himself impassible and aloof, as
a superior being, from his fellow
creatures around him- True, it has
been possible to see him; so also, it
is possible, to see the president of the
United States; and, by the Bible, the
Almighty has been seen by man, face
to face. But toleration is not friendship nor does politeness imply confidence." The Gazette urges Colonel
Sumner to hie himself to some bosque
In a pestilential srwamp of the Rio
and hate himself to death for
his meanness.
Wlth a choice assortment of bll- lingagata that would do honor to the
Second Fiddle, the Gazette denounces
the Whigs and declares that the nation's salvation comes from the democrats alone. Especially furious is
it because Commander Perry is about
to bo sent to Japan to conclude a com
mercial treaty, when an expedition to
New Mexico would bring so much

tic
a

lifted

;

body

-

near-Mexic-

g

,

re-12- H
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GREAT WHITE WAY
Whan you put up an electric sign at
rour plaee of business you will havt
dona something for yourself as wel
as your city, tor an electric sign is tht
modern great white way of advertis
tng. Keeps your name constantly be
lar all over the United states and our fore the ayes of the purchasing pub
assortment at present is very large. He and helps to make Las Vegas look
The D. M. C. crochet cottens we like a wideawake city. Las Vegai
carry In hanks and nails in white an. Light and Power company.
colors; Richardson Grecian floss we
are headquarters for same. Anything
WERE YOU PREPARED
new in needlework and art gouus, you
For the sudden blizzard that k
will find at the 5, 10 and 26 Cent Store scended from the north Monday night?
Were your coal bins full? If not call
EVERYTHING IN JEWELRY
up the Coors Lumber company and
Silverware and cut glass. The best order fuel. Orders will be filled withand most complete line in the city at out delay.
prices that are right. All the stand- ard makes of watches. An optical deOUR LIVERY SERVICE
Is right up to snuff in all weather.
partment in charge of an rnpert. Remember the name and fame of Sabino Night calls are given vprompt atten-Moand the best service is provided.
I,uan, on Bridge street.
Good horses kept in a ciean stable
There is no better medicine made and good rigs may be obtained at any
for colds than Chamberlain's Cough time from us. Call up Main 15 and we
It acts on nature's plan, will do the rest. in. L. Cooley.
Remedy.
relieves the lungs, opens the secretions, aids expectoration ; and reLENGTHEN YOUR LIFE
stores the system to a healthy condition. For sale by all dealers.
By sending your washing to the Las
Vegas Steam Laundry. We have one
A WARNING AGAINST WET FEET. of the best establishments
in the
Wet and chilled feet usually affect southwest Our machinery Is new.
the mucous membrane of the nose, Our
plant Is modern and sanitary.
throat and lungs, and la grippe, bronchitis or pneumonia
may result. Our service Is careful and prompt and
Watch carefully, particularly
the our oldest customers are our most
children, and for the racking stub- loyal ones. Handy location on Dougborn coughs give Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound. It soothes the In- las avenue. The wagon will call.
flamed membranes, and
heals the
cough quickly. Take no substitute.
Here is a message of hope and
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
good cheer from Mrs. C. J- Martin,
Co.
Boone Mill, Va., who is the mother
Mrs. Martin
of eighteen children.
was cured of stomach trouble and
HOW'S this;
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- constipation by Chamberlain's Tabward for any case of Catarrh that lets after five years of suffering, and
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh now recommends these tablets to the
Cure.
Sold by all dealers.
public.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
P. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all Is not for those suffering from kidbusiness transactions, and financially ney ailments and irregularities. The
able to carry out obligations made by prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will
his firm.
dispel backache and rheumatism, heal
and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
NATIONAL BANK OP COMMERCE.
Toledo, O kidneys, restore normal action, and
Hall's Catarrh Cure 1b taken In- with it health and strength. Mrs. M.
ternally, acting directly upon the F. SpalBbury, sterling 111., says: "I
blood and mncous surfaces of the sys- suffered great pain In my back and
tem. Testimonials sent free. Price kidneys, could not sleep at night, and
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- could not raise my hands over my
head. But two bottles of Foley Kidgists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const! ney Pills cured me." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
pation.
g

So-cle- y

Cross Drug

Co.

A MONTH HAS PA88ED
A whole month f the new year bar

pascij. Have you started that accoun
for yourvelf or your little son 0'
daughter? If not, you have still 11
rm
hg In which to save. The Flrsi
National Bank offers an admirable op
portunity for accumulating savings
Your account solicited.
STEAKS
The Las Vegas Mercantile company
namakee a speclaltly of alfalfa-fetive and Kansas City beef. Consequently the best steaks to be purchased in this city come off the. blocks in
its meat department. You are nol
getting the best for your money unless you are buying meat a be Las
ore.
Vegas Mercantile company's
DELICIOUS

d

the accents of truth and conviction,
freshest and best materials are used.
Nothing!
They are combined under the most
The fellow who wasn't ashamed
sanitary conditions and are the
of being a Whig after such an
acme of the ice cream manufacturing
terrifying spectale, was as business. Ask for Potter's. Made in
calloused as a 1912 democratic
Las Vegas.
Surely there were muckrak-erin those days even here In New
WE WANT YOUR TRADE
Mexico.
Because we maintain the
Why?
most cleanly and sanitary conditions.
The Ideal Sanitary Dairy is equipped
PENNANTS
PENNANTS,
the most modern appliances for
with
store
curio
Just
has
received
Baily's
i new
stock of High School and Nor- handling milk. It leads In the dairy
mal pennants. It
showing also business of Las Vegas. The milk is
some pretty novelties in . girls' hats handled by experts and is kept free
for High School lasIes.Tennants and from contamination. If you wish pure
pillows of all the Jb'ig colleges are milk telephone Main 312. T. A. Akers,
manager.
awaiting your In ejection.
office-seeke-

1912.

AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
FREE. FREE. FREE.
Old and
Punch work to embroidery and
young alike are affected, and the
are necessary for nome comstrain is particularly hard on little
children and on elderly people. Foley's forts and here is an opportunity you
Honey and Tar Compound Is a quick cannot afford, to miss in getting free
safe and reliable cure for all coughs lessons on above items. Royal
and colds. Contains no opiates. O
goods In packages are very popuG. Schaefer and Red

It sweeping over the town.

A GOOD CHANCE
To buy something nice at remarkably reasonable prices is afforded by
Miss M. M. Thompson, who has decided to sell ladies handbags at one-hal- f
price. She is also selling leaththe Indian a cnts, excepting Doctor joinder, Nothing! Ask and the very er goods at reduced prices. EverySteck, have bern "entirely inefficient," rivers will pause in their onward thing in this sale is of the best qualand rise in mountainheights ity and the handbags are especially
in the discharge of their duties and course,
commends Dr. Steck'g Idea that all of to call their testimony, and will burst stylish. Miss Thompson, Sixth street.
the Indians of New Mexico be moved forth with the reply on each sparkTHE BEST DINNER
to reservations west of the Rio Gran- ling drop, Nothing! All creation, in
not
Is
complete unless you serve
short, will answer to this home quesde.
as a finishing touch some of Potter's
in
the
voice of thunder and in
Dr. Steck reports a conference with tion,
Ice cream. In our factory only the

the Jicarilla and Mescalero Apaches
at Anton Chieo: with the Utes at
Costilla, the Piouris Pueblos at Taos.
The country claimed by the Apaches
extends from Anton Ohico to the
headwaters of the Chama. In his
report, Doctor
tensely interesting
Steck dwells on the inordinate fond- ness of tbe Indians for intoxicants.
a fondness which they seemed to
share with some of the white InvadersHe deplores the fact that j$m
is growing scarce and that the In-- ;
dians are lazy, etc., characteristics
and plaints, that might do even at
this day.
Outside of the advertisement of J.
W. Reed, an attorney at law, and a

23,

'
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATI
Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 23. A Bunai t
or more men and women inter esej it
the buhsect of vocational work in the
public schools assembled in Qui eia

today for the third annual convention
of the New York State branch of the
National Society for the Promotion of
Industrial 1uieaUon. Tbe opening
session was held at tbe Hotel
thls afternoon, with oorge M. Forbe
of Rochester presiding. Among thosg
in attendance were many persons I
prominence in civic and educational
affairs. The sessions of the convention will conclude tomorrow.
How Cold Affects the Kidneys
Avoid taking cold if your kidneys
are sensitive. Cold congests the uV
neys, throws too much much

upon them, and weakens their acini
Serious kidney trouble and even
Brlght's disease may result Strengthen your kidneys, get rid of the pais
and soreness, build them up by '
timely use of Foley's Kidney Pills.
Tonic in action, quick In results. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Dnife Co.
for $1.
85 cents or two and one-hal-f
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FOLEY'S

HONEY
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LAS VEGAS

THE HOflE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
PADGETT, Editor,
Sane, Conservative And Well Edited
AT,

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News,
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business

i

SCHAEFER

Red Cross Drug Co.

.A

The Optic is the Best
Daily in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

TAR

For over three decades a favorita
household medicine forCOIJ GHS.
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Tak
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable? The Bee Hive on thm
m
carton is the mark of the ge
Refuse sustitutes.
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EVAPORATED

CRANBERRIES

BETTER THAN THE FRESH

O

For painting and paperhanglng, see
Davis, 414 Columbia. Pnone Main 357.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course

I REP ARE

' Mr.

and Mrs. Herbert W. Clark are
the parents of a baby girl, tun ir this
morning.

Soak in Cold Water and use

The Same as Fresh Fruit

Many people at the dance last night
were Impressed with the preouations
taken by the firemen for the safety of
the dancers and spectators- - A line of
hose extended to the stage and chemical apparatus was scattered all over
the building.

lOcts. Per Package
THE STORE OF IKE DAVIS.
;

m

J

THE CASH GROCER.

CHEESE TIME
For

We Have

You

NEUFCHATEL
SIERRA
LUNCH

FROMAGE DE BRIE
PIMENTO
OLIVE
WALNUT

PEANUT
ROQUEFORT
EDAM AND

AMERICAN

Roberts.

The boys, whose names

PURE THINGS TO EAT

COAL AND WOOD
NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Dm Wm C O N O ON

tionally good.
At a short session of the probate
court held this morning by Judge A.
Tafoya, the administrators of the
estate of the late Miguel Medran
were reconciled and agreed to continue their duties until the estate is
closed. The two administrators were
appointed last November but disagreed concerning the action to be
taken concerning the affairs of the estate. The arrangement made this
morning will prove satisfactory to the
heirs and all persons concerned. The
estate is a large one.

The members of the Junior depart
ment of the Y. M. C. A., which includes the Junior and intermediate
classes, left this afternoon on a short
hike" Into the country south of Las
Vegas. According to the plans the
boys will go to Romeroville canyon
this evening where they will camp
Tomorrow they will
over night.
spend the day tramping around the
hills. Scout drills are on the program for tomorrow. They will return
to Las Vegas tomorrow evening. Provisions and camping outfits were carried by the boys and they expected to
have a Jolly time. Secretary Marwick
of the Y. M. C. A. and Leslie Swallow accompanied the boys.

DON'T DROP
THIS PAPER

TRY AN AD. IN THE

Until

have

you

TELEP-

HONED or DROPPED

OPTICS

IS

WANT COLUMNS"

a POSTAL to get your
MILY WASHING.

us

FA-

REASONS WHY.
You actually save money

Your washing looks better.
Less wear on your clothes.
You're rid a half day hot fire.
You're saved a painful backache.
No one can do it better.

AT

THE

HOUSE OF

ap-

pear in another column, took a prize.
The music at the dance was excep

CREAM

H. STEARNS

WRITE

A coterie that attracted attention at
the dance last night was the Metropolitan theater band, headed by Frank

of
A derailment in the vicinity
Garcia station, near Rio Puerco on
the Albuquerque division of the Santa
Fe caused a delay in the passenger
traffic for about five hours yesterday.
The two sections of train No. 10 were
behind the wreck and did not arrive
in Las Vegas until after 6 o'clock last
night. The cause of the derailment
is not known. Two freight cars left
the track. Both trains de lnxe and
the California Limited were east of
the wreck but were not delayed.

CANEMBERT

J.

LOCAL NEWS

hours late.

Pure Healthful &nd Appetizing
-T-

Owing to trouble on the ooaat lines
train No. 10 was scheduled to arrive
In Las Vegas this afternoon four hoars
late. A stub waa run between Al
,
buquerqne and La Junta. Both secj
i r
a opus .of Old Taylor bourooi: tions of the California Limited arrived
In Las Vegas this morning several
al the Opera Bar

Las Vegas Steam

QUALITY

Laundry
Phone Main

We Always Have

81

617 Douglas

Henry Knight, aged 34 years, died
this morning at St Anthony's Sanitarium. Mr. Knight came to New
Mexico several months ago for hiv
health from his home in Whitewater,
Wis. A short time previous to com
ing to Las Vegas he was a patient In
the Valmora Ranch sanatorium near
Watrous. He has been a patient at
St. Anthony's sanitarium
for three
months. Mr. Knight was a railroad
man before coming to the southwest
though it is not known In what cap
acity he was employed. His father
who lives In Chicago has been not!
fled of his death and is expected to
arrive In Las Vegas tomorrow. Mr.
Knights also has a brother in Denver,
who will come to Las Vegas. The
body is being cared for by J. C. John-se- n
and Son.
Four men were arraigned before
Judge D. R. Murray this morning,
Guadalupe Montoya, E. T. Piedmont
and Frank Dunnean on the charge of
drunkenness, and J. H. Simmis, colored, for vagrancy. Montoya was arrested Wednesday night by Officer Ed
Ward. Piedmont and Dunnean were
pinched Wednesday night by Chief of
Police Coles. Simmis was arrested
yesterday by Officer Coles. Montoya
was sentenced to 10 days. Piedmont
eight days and Dunnean to 16 days.
Simmis will serve eight days on the
chain gang. According to the story
told the court by Simmis he is a miner
and was en route to Colorado to Join
his wife and child. Simmis' home
seemed to be anywhere he hangs his
hat and from his story he has hung
his hat in a great many places. Simmis says that be has worked In mines
in Colorado, California, Arizona, Pennsylvania and, in fact, almost every
state in the Union- - In the past week
the court has done a rushing business
and the city cooler is now filled to the
limit of its capacity. It will not be
necessary for the city to hire men to
clean the streets for at least the next
15 days. However, like all
places
there Is always room for one more in
the cooler or on the caln gang and
the city officers have their eagle eye
peeled for all offenders against the
law.

AN

APPRECIATION

Through its foreman the E. Romero
Hose and Fire company wishes to
thank the people of Laa Vegas for the! r
support and assistance in making the
thirtieth annual masquerade ball a
great-socia- l
and financial success. The
company pledges itself to continue
during the year its policy of being always at the disposal of the citizens
of either side of the river in time of
need.

PAID DIVIDENDS

Just One

STOCK SUBSCRIPTIONS

flore Day

FOUR STOCKHOLDERS OF INTERNATIONAL LUMBER COMPANY
ASK FOR A RECEIVER.
23.

Feb.

Philadelphia,

Claiming
to de

that the concern was organized
fraud the public and that it Is

Insolv-

ent, four stockholders of the International Lumber and Development com
pany, with offices here, today filed a
bill in equity asking for the appoint
ment of a receiver. Judge McPherson
fixed March 5 for a hearing.
The corporation was cnartered un
der the laws of Uelaware and has a
capital of $6,000,000. It was organized
for the development of timber and
agricultural lands in Mexico. It is
alleged the promoters got possession
of 288,000 acres of land in Mexico
that had originally cost $180,000, and
floated a $6,000,000 corporation. Sub
scriptions were offered and, it is al
leged, when purchasers faueu to pay
monthly installments or $5 a share,
the contract provided that they should
lose all right to the stock.
Forfeit money, it is charged, did not
go into the treasury but was appropriated by officers and directors and
that $1,000,000 and upward has been
forfeited. Instead of 8 per cent dividends being paid from profits, it Is
charged, tney were paid from money
received for stock subscriptions and
that the company had paid out $1,500,-00up to February 20, 1912.

$13.5J
Your Choice

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Fleck and their
daughter, Mrs. Simison, have removed
from their former home on the West
side to 710 Lincoln avenue, where they
are now residing.

MR. MERCHANT

You who

stated that two Louisville physicians
were in consultation regarding the
condition of F. H. Pierce. It also
said that Mr. Pierce's condition was
not improved.

m

A SNAP
Six rooms and bath with three lots
on corner. In good repair. $1000.00
on terms of $500.00 caei balance in
building and loan. If you Vi e In need
of a home, investigate this one at
INVESTMENT
& AGENCT
CORPORATION, George A. Fleming. Manager, Phone Main 40.

J:
COMING

IS
8PR.
Mrs. Wallis, tie 'milliner, has received an advance showing of spring
styles in millinery. The designs are
beautiful and modish. Now is the

time to have your hats remodeled for
spring. Mrs- Wallis is prepared to
do such work quickly and satisfactorily at her store on Sixth street.

are doubtful

about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.

A telegram received in Las Vegas
this morning from Owensboro, Ky.,

sr

SIGN

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
Jefferson Ray nolds President
President
HaPett Ray nolds Cashier
Davis Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice

Stephen

B.

.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

d

First in

FLAVOR

First in

TASTE

NEW PIANO, for sale cheap. Would
renlt to right party. Address Box

GREENBERGER'S

0

Our city will soon be
for
Fire Insurance. Our rates will depend
LTTDWIG WILLIAM ILFETJ,
on the condition our city presents.
Foreman.
It's time to get busy. Remove conflagration breeders.
Secretary A. R. Marwick of the Y.
CUTLER BROTHERS,
M. C. A
announced toay that the Tel. Main 124.
614 Lincoln Ave.
Southern Ladies' Entertainment com
pany will be the next Santa Fe read
WHAT IS THE REASON
ing room concert to appear in Las
For the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
Vegas. It is scheduled for the Y. M.
is constantly gaining new cusC. A. Saturday, March 2. The com- dairy
tomers and is holding its old patrons?
pany is composed of six members, Because it furnishes
the best, purest
Mrs. E. S. Slocum, pianist and vocaland richest milk. The milk Is abso
ist; Miss La Rose B. Hansen, violin- lutely free from contamination. It is
ist; Miss Laura Longley, Miss Martha handled in sterilized rooms
by scienGlenn Dalton, readers; Miss Eula V. tific
processes. Try the Ideal's milk
Spivey, whistler and reader and Mrs. a while and you will never
change.
S. J. Dalton soloist and
manager. It
Is said that this company presents rn
unusually excellent program and it
will no doubt be received in Las
Vegas
by a capacity audience. It has been
rumored In Las Ve?as that the Kansas
University glee club Is scheduled for
Las Vegas on the reading room circuit, but this report has not been con
firmed by the local officials. A letter
addressed to one of the members of the
club has been received In Las Vegas,
care of the Y. M. C. A., but as far as
can be learned this glee club Is not
booked for the Meadow City.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

"""lAff

FROM

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,'

$100,000

Surplus, and Undividrd Profits $35,000

TV7hile this bank adopts every desirable method of modern

bank-V-

i

interest Paid on Time Deposits

If it may be termed a science

The

Science of
Selling

must

include

a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number

of prospective buyers.
class in

Farms

To reach this

the southwest use the

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS

First in

QUALITY

291, City.

all destinations, whether it
may have
at those points or not m
event it has not, it sends the
message
AGAINST ITS RIVAL to its nearest office and there turns
.
it over to the Wnntan.
..
u uuiw ior
final delivery. The Western
Union it
TELEGRAPH COMPANY ALLEGES is charged, eacts its local rate
for
the message in addition to a
WESTERN UNION EXACTS
charge
.
AN UNJUST RATE.
ffr thraa o H.!f
l woras.
in many
instances this charge is declared
to
Washington, Feb. 23. Accusing the amount to more than the Postal reWestern Union Telegraph company ceived for the message.
of unlawful practices and the exaction
of unreasonable Joint rates, the Pos
NOTICE
tal Telegraph and uable company toI have turned my husiness over
to
day instituted a proceeding before 'the my sqn,
Harry O. Potter and wife
interstate commerce cbmmission de- who will conduct It in
the future un'
manding an adjustment (ra an gm,
ler the name of the Potter
Candy Co.
basis of all interchange mtB!U
They will pay all accounts and collect
The Postal company, according to all bills due,
the complaint, accepts messages to
P. B. POTTER.

POSTAL MAKES CHARGE

offices

tt.

THE BEST OF EATABLES

Some Nice Rooted Cuttings of

The Graaf & Hay ward Co.

WANDERING JEW

Store

FILL YOUR HANGING BASKETS,

ReadjfNow

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

1

FERNDELL
Pure FOOD Goods
--

AT

FERNERIES, ETC.

25 cents per dozen
PERRY ONION & SON

T

ing, it never loses sight ol that essential qualityi Absolute Safety

BOUCHER'S

